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Skein is a new family of cryptographic hash functions. Its design combines speed, security, simplic-
ity, and a great deal of exibility in a modular package that is easy to analyze.
Skein is fast. Skein-512|our primary proposal|hashes data at 6.1 clock cycles per byte on a 64-bit
CPU. This means that on a 3.1 GHz x64 Core 2 Duo CPU, Skein hashes data at 500 MBytes/second
per core|almost twice as fast as SHA-512 and three times faster than SHA-256. An optional hash-
tree mode speeds up parallelizable implementations even more. Skein is fast for short messages,
too; Skein-512 hashes short messages in about 1000 clock cycles.
Skein is secure. Its conservative design is based on the Threesh block cipher. Our current best
attack on Threesh-512 is on 25 of 72 rounds, for a safety factor of 2.9. For comparison, at a
similar stage in the standardization process, the AES encryption algorithm had an attack on 6 of
10 rounds, for a safety factor of only 1.7. Additionally, Skein has a number of provably secure
properties, greatly increasing condence in the algorithm.
Skein is simple. Using only three primitive operations, the Skein compression function can be
easily understood and remembered. The rest of the algorithm is a straightforward iteration of this
function.
Skein is exible. Skein is dened for three dierent internal state sizes|256 bits, 512 bits, and 1024
bits|and any output size. This allows Skein to be a drop-in replacement for the entire SHA family
of hash functions. A completely optional and extendable argument system makes Skein an ecient
tool to use for a very large number of functions: a PRNG, a stream cipher, a key derivation function,
authentication without the overhead of HMAC, and a personalization capability. All these features
can be implemented with very low overhead. Together with the Threesh large-block cipher at
Skein's core, this design provides a full set of symmetric cryptographic primitives suitable for most
modern applications.
Skein is ecient on a variety of platforms, both hardware and software. Skein-512 can be im-
plemented in about 200 bytes of state. Small devices, such as 8-bit smart cards, can implement
Skein-256 using about 100 bytes of memory. Larger devices can implement the larger versions of
Skein to achieve faster speeds.
Skein was designed by a team of highly experienced cryptographic experts from academia and in-
dustry, with expertise in cryptography, security analysis, software, chip design, and implementation
of real-world cryptographic systems. This breadth of knowledge allowed them to create a balanced
design that works well in all environments.
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vi1 Introduction
Cryptographic hash functions are the workhorses of cryptography, and can be found everywhere.
Originally created to make digital signatures more ecient, they are now used to secure the very
fundamentals of our information infrastructure: in password logins, secure web connections, en-
cryption key management, virus- and malware-scanning, and almost every cryptographic protocol
in current use. Without hash functions, the Internet would simply not work.
The most commonly used hash functions are those of the SHA family: SHA-0 [77], SHA-1 [78],
SHA-256, and SHA-512 [80], all based on MD4 [90] and MD5 [91]. These SHA variants were
all developed by the National Security Agency (NSA) and certied by the National Institute for
Standards and Technology (NIST) [77, 78, 80], and are part of several NIST standards [81, 82, 2, 3]
and many Internet standards.
Over the past few years, cryptanalysis of these functions has found serious weaknesses. Practical
collisions have been demonstrated in MD4 [29, 102, 54, 103], MD5 [102, 104, 54, 55, 56, 57, 99],
and SHA-0 [21, 102, 105]. Known collision attacks against SHA-1 are not yet practical, but they
are still more than 10,000 times faster than what was expected [105]. To date, no aws have been
found in SHA-256 and SHA-512 [41], but the common heritage and design principles of all these
functions makes them suspect. More seriously, if SHA-256 and SHA-512 were to be broken, the
industry would be left without any generally accepted hash functions.
To address this undesirable situation, NIST created a design competition for the next generation of
hash functions [83]. NIST has asked for proposals [84] and will likely select one as the new SHA-3
hash algorithm sometime in the year 2012. While there is no immediate need to migrate to this
new standard, it is assumed that SHA-3 will see widespread use world-wide as applications and
standards start using it.
This document introduces Skein1, our submission to the SHA-3 competition.
2 Skein
2.1 Overview
Skein is a family of hash functions with three dierent internal state sizes: 256, 512, and 1024 bits.
 Skein-512 is our primary proposal. It can safely be used for all current hashing applications,
and should remain secure for the foreseeable future.
 Skein-1024 is our ultra-conservative variant. Because it has twice the internal-state size of
Skein-512, it is failure friendly; even if some future attack managed to break Skein-512, it is
quite likely that Skein-1024 would remain secure. Skein-1024 can also run nearly twice as fast
as Skein-512 in dedicated hardware implementations.
 Skein-256 is our low-memory variant. It can be implemented using about 100 bytes of RAM.
Each of these state sizes can support any output size. When a drop-in replacement is required
for MD5 or one of the existing SHA hash functions, we recommend one of the congurations in
1A \skein"|pronounced nsk ann and rhymes with \rain"|is a loosely coiled length of yarn or thread wound on a
reel.
1State Output
Replace With Size Size
MD5 Skein-256-128 256 128
Skein-512-128 512 128
SHA-1 Skein-256-160 256 160
Skein-512-160 512 160
SHA-224 Skein-256-224 256 224
Skein-512-224 512 224
SHA-256 Skein-256-256 256 256
Skein-512-256 512 256
SHA-384 Skein-512-384 512 384
Skein-1024-384 1024 384
SHA-512 Skein-512-512 512 512
Skein-1024-512 1024 512
Table 1: Drop-in replacements for MD5, SHA-1 and SHA-2.
Table 1.
Skein's novel idea is to build a hash function out of a tweakable block cipher. The use of a tweakable
block cipher allows Skein to hash conguration data along with the input text in every block, and
make every instance of the compression function unique. This property directly addresses many
attacks on hash functions, and greatly improves Skein's exibility.
More specically, Skein is built from these three new components:
 Threesh. Threesh is the tweakable block cipher at the core of Skein, dened with a 256-,
512-, and 1024-bit block size.
 Unique Block Iteration (UBI). UBI is a chaining mode that uses Threesh to build a
compression function that maps an arbitrary input size to a xed output size.
 Optional Argument System. This allows Skein to support a variety of optional features
without imposing any overhead on implementations and applications that do not use the
features.
Dividing up our design in this way makes Skein easier to understand, analyze, and prove properties
about. The underlying Threesh algorithm draws upon years of knowledge of block cipher design
and analysis. UBI is provably secure and can be used with any tweakable cipher. The optional
argument system allows Skein to be tailored for dierent purposes. These three components are
independent, and are usable on their own, but it's their combination that provides real advantages.
And every aspect of Skein was designed to optimize those advantages.
In the following subsections, we describe each component of Skein. While this description is com-
prehensive enough for a reader to understand how Skein works, many details are either hidden or
glossed over. For a complete description of Skein, see the full specication in Section 3.
22.2 The Threesh Block Cipher
Threesh is a large, tweakable block cipher [63]. It is dened for three dierent block sizes: 256
bits, 512 bits, and 1024 bits. The key is the same size as the block, and the tweak value is 128 bits
for all block sizes.
The core design principle of Threesh is that a larger number of simple rounds is more secure than
fewer complex rounds. Threesh uses only three mathematical operations|exclusive-or (XOR),
addition, and constant rotations|on 64-bit words|and is very fast on modern 64-bit CPUs.
Figure 1 illustrates the core of Threesh: a simple non-linear mixing function, called MIX, that
operates on two 64-bit words. Each MIX function consists of a single addition, a rotation by a
constant, and an XOR.
< < < Rd;i
Figure 1: The MIX function.
Figure 2 shows how MIX functions are used to build Threesh-512. Each of Skein-512's 72 rounds
consists of four MIX functions followed by a permutation of the eight 64-bit words. A subkey is
injected every four rounds. The word permutation, "Permute," is the same for every round; the
rotation constants are chosen to maximize diusion and repeat every eight rounds.
The key schedule generates the subkeys from the key and the tweak. Each subkey consists of three
contributions: key words, tweak words, and a counter value. To create the key schedule, the key
and tweak are each extended with one extra parity word that is the XOR of all the other words.
Each subkey is a combination of all but one of the extended key words, two of the three extended
tweak words, and the subkey number as shown in Figure 3. Between subkeys, both the extended
key and extended tweak are rotated by one word position. (For more details, see Section 3.3.2.)
The entire key schedule can be computed in just a few CPU cycles, which minimizes the cost of
using a new key|a critical consideration when using a block cipher in a hash function.
Figure 4 shows Threesh-256. Threesh-1024 is similar, except that it has eight MIX functions per
round and 80 rounds total. The rotation constants and round permutations are dierent for each
Threesh version, and were selected to maximize diusion across the entire Threesh block. (See
Section 8.3 for details on how the rotation constants and permutations were chosen.)
The nonlinearity in Threesh comes from the carry bits in the additions, each of which is a majority
function of two input bits and another carry bit. The MIX/permute structure has been designed
to provide full diusion in 9 rounds for Threesh-256, 10 rounds for Threesh-512, and 11 rounds
for Threesh-1024. At 72 and 80 rounds, Threesh has more full diusions than most other block
ciphers.
3Subkey 0
Mix Mix Mix Mix
Permute
Mix Mix Mix Mix
Permute
Mix Mix Mix Mix
Permute
Mix Mix Mix Mix
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Figure 2: Four of the 72 rounds of the Threesh-512 block cipher.
n extended key words 2 extended tweak words
subkey #
Figure 3: Constructing a Threesh subkey.
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Figure 4: Four of the 72 rounds of the Threesh-256 block cipher.
2.3 The UBI Chaining Mode
The Unique Block Iteration (UBI) chaining mode combines an input chaining value with an arbi-
trary length input string and produces a xed-size output. The easiest way to explain this is with
an example. Figure 5 shows a UBI computation for Skein-512 on a 166-byte (three-block) input,
which uses three calls to Threesh-512.
G
M0 M1 M2
len:64
rst:1
nal:0
len:128
rst:0
nal:0
len:166
rst:0
nal:1
Figure 5: Hashing a three-block message using UBI mode.
Message blocks M0 and M1 contain 64 bytes of data each, and M2 is the padded nal block
containing 38 bytes of data. The tweak value for each block encodes how many bytes have been
processed so far, and whether this is the rst and/or last block of the UBI computation. The tweak
also encodes a \type" eld|not shown in the gure|that is used to distinguish dierent uses of
the UBI mode from each other.
5The tweak is the heart of UBI. By using a tweakable cipher, UBI chaining mode ensures that every
block is processed with a unique variant of the compression function. This stops a large variety
of cut-and-paste attacks; a message piece that produces one result in one location will produce a
dierent result in a dierent location.
UBI is a variant of the Matyas-Meyer-Oseas [67] hash mode. Unlike many other modes, the message
input to the hash function is the same as the plaintext input to the block cipher. Since the attacker
has the greatest control over the message input, this provides an additional level of security.
2.4 Skein Hashing
Skein is built on multiple invocations of UBI. Figure 6 shows Skein as a straightforward hash
function. Starting with a chaining value of 0, there are three UBI invocations: one each for the
conguration block, the message (up to 296   1 bytes long), and the output transform.
UBI UBI UBI 0
Cong Message 0
type:Cfg type:Msg type:Out
Figure 6: Skein in normal hashing mode.
The 32-byte conguration string encodes the desired output length and some parameters to support
tree hashing. If Skein is used as a standard hash function|a xed output size and no tree hashing
or MAC key|the result of the conguration block UBI computation is constant for all messages
and can be precomputed as an IV. A list of suitable precomputed chaining values is given in
Appendix B.
The output transform is required to achieve hashing-appropriate randomness. It also allows Skein
to produce any size output up to 264 bits. If a single output block is not enough, run the output
transform several times, as shown in Figure 7. The chaining input to all output transforms is the
same, and the data eld consists of an 8-byte counter. Essentially, this uses Threesh in counter
mode. Producing large outputs is often convenient, but|of course|the security of Skein is limited
by the internal state size.
2.5 Optional Arguments
In order to increase the exibility of Skein, several optional inputs can be enabled as needed. These
options are all driven by real-world applications we have worked on.
 Key (Optional) A key that turns Skein into a MAC or KDF function. The key is always
processed rst to support some of our security proofs.
 Conguration (Required) The conguration block discussed above.
 Personalization (Optional) A string that applications can use to create dierent functions
for dierent uses.
6UBI UBI UBI
UBI
UBI
0
Cong Message 0
1
2
type:Cfg type:Msg type:Out
type:Out
type:Out
Figure 7: Skein with larger output size.
 Public Key (Optional) Used to hash the public key when hashing a message for signing.
This ties the signature hash to the public key. Thus, this feature ensures that the same
message generates dierent hashes for dierent public keys.
 Key Derivation Identier (Optional) Used for key derivation. To derive a key, provide
the master key as the key input, and the identier of the requested derived key here.
 Nonce (Optional) Nonce value for use in stream cipher mode and randomized hashing.
 Message (Optional) The normal message input of the hash function.
 Output (Required) The output transform.
A Skein computation consists of processing these options in order, using UBI. Each input has a
dierent \type" value for the tweak, ensuring that inputs are not interchangeable.
None of these impact the performance and complexity of the basic hash function in any way;
dierent implementations can choose which options to implement and which to ignore.
Obviously, Skein can be extended with other optional arguments. These can be added at any
time, even when the function has already been standardized, as adding new optional arguments is
backwards-compatible. We welcome suggestions for other optional arguments.
2.6 Skein-MAC
The standard way to use a hash function for authentication is to use the HMAC construction [5, 82].
Skein can|of course|be used with HMAC, but this requires at least two hash computations for
7every authentication, which is inecient for short messages. Skein has zero per-message overhead
when used as a MAC function.
UBI UBI UBI UBI 0
Key Cong Message 0
type:Key type:Cfg type:Msg type:Out
Figure 8: Skein-MAC.
Turning Skein into a MAC is simple, as illustrated in Figure 8. Instead of starting with zero and
processing the conguration block, start with zero, process the key, and then the conguration
block. Or, looking at it the other way, Skein hashing is simply Skein-MAC with a null key. And
just as Skein's output of the conguration block is a precomputable constant for a given state and
output size, Skein-MAC's output of the conguration block can be precomputed for a given key.
Since the most common way to use a MAC is to authenticate multiple messages with a single key,
this considerably increases performance for short messages.
2.7 Tree Hashing with Skein
When hashing very large amounts of data, the linear structure of a classical linear hash function
becomes a limitation; it prevents a multi-core CPU from using multiple cores at the same time.
Also, a common use of hash functions is to verify the integrity of a large amount of data. With a
linear hash function, all the data has to be veried at the same time. This can be very inecient,
as it is often desirable to verify the integrity of only a small part of the data.
A hash tree [70, 71] solves both these problems. Rather than hashing the data as one large string,
the data is cut into pieces. Each piece is hashed, and the resulting hashes are treated as a new
message. This procedure can be applied recursively until the result is a single hash value.
Skein includes an optional hash tree mode to support these type of applications. As dierent
applications have dierent requirements, there are three parameters that the application can choose
among to optimize the hash tree for its particular use: the leaf node size, the tree fan-out, and the
maximum tree height. This structure is explained more fully in Section 3.5.6.
3 A Full Specication of Skein
This section provides a complete specication of Skein. Readers not interested in technical details
might want to skip to the \Using Skein" section on page 18.
3.1 Strings
When we talk about a \string of X's," we mean a sequence of zero or more values, each of which
has type X. For example: a string of bytes is a sequence of zero or more bytes. We write strings as
8comma-separated lists, and typically number the items starting at zero; for example, a string t of
7 values is written:
t = t0;t1;:::;t6
The concatenation operator jj denotes concatenation of strings. We use 0n to denote a string of n
zeroes, where the type of zeroes (bits or bytes) will be clear from the context.
3.2 Bit and Byte Order
The order of bits and bytes is a common source of confusion in cryptographic algorithms. In
short: Skein always uses the least-signicant-byte-rst convention. But to ensure there are no
misunderstandings, we give formal denitions of our data type conversions.
The basic universal data type in modern CPUs is a string of bytes. Each byte has a value in the
range 0..255. A byte is also often viewed as a sequence of 8 bits b7;b6;:::;b0, where each bi is either
0 or 1 and the byte value b is given by:
b :=
7 X
i=0
bi  2i
Value bi is often referred to as \bit i" of b.
A string of bits is stored as a string of bytes. For the hash function competition, NIST species a
particular mapping from a string of bits to a string of bytes. Every group of 8 bits is encoded in a
byte; the rst bit goes into bit 7 of the byte, the next into bit 6 of the byte, etc. If the length of
the bit string is not a multiple of 8, the last byte is only partially used, with the lower bit positions
going unused.
To convert from a sequence of bytes to an integer, we use the least-signicant-byte-rst convention.
Let b0;:::;bn 1 be a string of n bytes. We dene:
ToInt(b0;b1;:::;bn 1) :=
n 1 X
i=0
bi  256i
The reverse mapping is provided by the ToBytes function:
ToBytes(v;n) := b0;b1;:::;bn 1 where bi :=
j v
256i
k
mod 256
This function is only applied when 0  v < 256n so that the bytes fully encode the value v.
We often convert between a string of 8n bytes and a string of n 64-bit words and back. Let
b0;:::;b8n 1 be the bytes. We dene:
BytesToWords(b0;:::;b8n 1) := w0;:::;wn 1 where wi := ToInt(b8i;b8i+1;:::;b8i+7)
The reverse mapping is given by:
WordsToBytes(w0;:::;wn 1) :=ToBytes(w0;8) jj ToBytes(w1;8) jj  jj ToBytes(wn 1;8)
93.3 A Full Specication of Threesh
Threesh is a tweakable block cipher with a block size of 256, 512, or 1024 bits. The tweak input
is always 128 bits.
The encryption function E(K;T;P) takes the following arguments:
K Block cipher key; a string of 32, 64, or 128 bytes (256, 512, or 1024 bits).
T Tweak, a string of 16 bytes (128 bits).
P Plaintext, a string of bytes of length equal to the key.
Threesh operates entirely on unsigned 64-bit words (i.e., values in the range 0::264 1). All inputs
are converted to strings of 64-bit words. Let Nw be the number of words in the key (and thus
also in the plaintext). The key K is interpreted as key words (k0;k1;:::;kNw 1), the tweak T is
interpreted as words (t0;t1), and the plaintext P as (p0;p1;:::;pNw 1).
k0;:::;kNw 1 := BytesToWords(K)
t0;t1 := BytesToWords(T)
p0;:::;pNw 1 := BytesToWords(P)
The number of rounds, Nr, is a function of the block size as shown in Table 2.
Block/Key # Words # Rounds
Size Nw Nr
256 4 72
512 8 72
1024 16 80
Table 2: Number of rounds for dierent block sizes.
The key schedule (documented below) turns the key and tweak into a sequence of Nr=4+1 subkeys,
each of which consists of Nw words. We denote the words of subkey s by (ks;0;:::;ks;Nw 1).
Let vd;i be the value of the ith word of the encryption state after d rounds. We start out with:
v0;i := pi for i = 0;:::;Nw   1
and then apply Nr rounds numbered d = 0;:::;Nr   1.
For each round, we add a subkey if d mod 4 = 0. For i = 0;:::;Nw   1 we have:
ed;i :=
(
(vd;i + kd=4;i) mod 264 if d mod 4 = 0
vd;i otherwise
The mixing and word permutations are dened by:
(fd;2j;fd;2j+1) := MIXd;j(ed;2j;ed;2j+1) for j = 0;:::;Nw=2   1
vd+1;i := fd;(i) for i = 0;:::;Nw   1
10i =
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
4 0 3 2 1
Nw = 8 2 1 4 7 6 5 0 3
16 0 9 2 13 6 11 4 15 10 7 12 3 14 5 8 1
Table 3: Values for the word permutation (i).
The fd;i values are the results of the MIX functions (dened below); and the output of the word
permutation is the output of the round. The permutation () is given in Table 3.
The ciphertext C is given by:
ci := (vNr;i + kNr=4;i) mod 264 for i = 0;:::;Nw   1
C := WordsToBytes(c0;:::;cNw 1)
3.3.1 MIX Functions
Function MIXd;j has two input words (x0;x1) and produces two output words (y0;y1) using the
following relations:
y0 := (x0 + x1) mod 264
y1 := (x1 n R(d mod 8);j)  y0
where n is the rotate-left operator. The constants Rd;j are shown in Table 4.
Nw 4 8 16
j 0 1 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 5 56 38 30 50 53 55 43 37 40 16 22 38 12
1 36 28 48 20 43 31 25 25 46 13 14 13 52 57
2 13 46 34 14 15 27 33 8 18 57 21 12 32 54
d = 3 58 44 26 12 58 7 34 43 25 60 44 9 59 34
4 26 20 33 49 8 42 28 7 47 48 51 9 35 41
5 53 35 39 27 41 14 17 6 18 25 43 42 40 15
6 11 42 29 26 11 9 58 7 32 45 19 18 2 56
7 59 50 33 51 39 35 47 49 27 58 37 48 53 56
Table 4: Rotation constants Rd;j for each Nw.
3.3.2 The Key Schedule
The key schedule starts by dening two additional words kNw and t2 by:
kNw := b264=3c 
Nw 1 M
i=0
ki and t2 := t0  t1
11The constant b264=3c ensures that the extended key cannot be all zeroes. The key schedule is now
dened by:
ks;i := k(s+i) mod (Nw+1) for i = 0;:::;Nw   4
ks;i := k(s+i) mod (Nw+1) + ts mod 3 for i = Nw   3
ks;i := k(s+i) mod (Nw+1) + t(s+1) mod 3 for i = Nw   2
ks;i := k(s+i) mod (Nw+1) + s for i = Nw   1
where the additions are all modulo 264.
3.3.3 Decryption
The Threesh decryption operation is the obvious inverse of the encryption operation. Subkeys are
used in reverse order and each round consists of applying the inverse word permutation followed
by the inverse MIX functions.
3.4 A Full Specication of UBI
The UBI chaining mode is built on a tweakable block cipher with a block size and key size of Nb
bytes, and a tweak size of 16 bytes. The function UBI(G;M;Ts) has inputs:
G a starting value of Nb bytes.
M a message string of arbitrary bit length up to 299   8 bits, encoded in a string of bytes.
Ts a 128-bit integer that is the starting value for the tweak. (See below for some restrictions
on the value of Ts.)
UBI processes the message in blocks using a unique tweak value for each block. The elds in the
tweak are shown in Figure 9 and Table 5. To avoid having many dierent parameters, we treat
Position reserved TreeLevel
BitPad
Type
First
Final
0 96 112 120 128
Figure 9: The elds in the tweak value.
the tweak as a single 128-bit value. This simplies our notation but it imposes some restrictions
on the value Ts can have. The BitPad, First, and Final eld must be zero; the Position eld must
have a value such that the sum of the Position eld plus the length of M in bytes does not exceed
296   1.
If the number of bits in the data M is a multiple of 8, we dene B := 0 and M0 := M. If the
number of bits in M is not a multiple of 8, the last byte is only partially used. The most signicant
bit positions of the last byte contain data. We pad the last byte by setting the most signicant
unused bit to 1 and the remaining unused bits (if any) to zero. We dene B := 1 and let M0 be M
with the bit-padding applied.
12Name Bits Description
Position 0{ 95 The number of bytes in the string processed so far
(including this block)
reserved 96{111 Reserved for future use, must be zero
TreeLevel 112{118 Level in the hash tree, zero for non-tree computa-
tions.
BitPad 119 Set if this block contains the last byte of an input
whose length was not an integral number of bytes. 0
otherwise.
Type 120{125 Type of the eld (cong, message, output, etc.)
First 126 Set for the rst block of a UBI compression.
Final 127 Set for the last block of a UBI compression.
Table 5: The elds in the tweak value.
Let NM be the number of bytes in M0. The input is restricted to NM < 296.
We pad M0 with p zero bytes until the length is a multiple of the block size, ensuring that we get
at least one whole block.
p :=
(
Nb if NM = 0
( NM) mod Nb otherwise
M00 := M0 jj 0p
We split M00 into k message blocks M0;:::;Mk 1, each of Nb bytes. The UBI result is computed
as
H0 := G
Hi+1 := E(Hi;ToBytes(Ts + min(NM;(i + 1)Nb) + ai2126 + bi(B2119 + 2127);16);Mi)  Mi
where a0 = bk 1 = 1, all other ai and bi values are 0, E() is the tweakable block cipher encryption
function, and Hk is the result of the UBI chaining mode.
The tweak value for each block is constructed by the addition
Ts + min(NM;(i + 1)Nb) + ai2126 + bi(B2119 + 2127)
The rst term is Ts, which species the TreeLevel and Type elds, and optionally provides an oset
for the Position eld. The min(NM;(i+1)Nb) term modies only the Position eld. For each block,
the Position eld is the number of bytes processed so far, including all the bytes in the current
block, plus the oset from Ts. The Ts restrictions above ensure there is never a carry out of the
Position eld from this addition that could modify another eld. The ai2126 term sets the First
ag, but only in the rst block of a UBI computation. The bi(B2119 + 2127) term does two things.
For any block except the last one, bi = 0 so this term does nothing. In the last block, the Final
ag is set (bit position 127) and if any bit padding was applied, then the BitPad ag is set (bit
position 119).
133.5 A Full Specication of Skein
3.5.1 Type Values
Skein has many possible parameters. Each parameter, whether optional or mandatory, has its own
unique type identier and value. Type values are in the range 0..63. Skein processes the parameters
in numerically increasing order of type value, as listed in Table 6.
Symbol Value Description
Tkey 0 Key (for MAC and KDF)
Tcfg 4 Conguration block
Tprs 8 Personalization string
TPK 12 Public key (for digital signature hashing)
Tkdf 16 Key identier (for KDF)
Tnon 20 Nonce (for stream cipher or randomized hashing)
Tmsg 48 Message
Tout 63 Output
Table 6: Values for the type eld.
3.5.2 The Conguration String
The conguration string contains the following data:
 A schema identier. This is a literal constant. If some other standardization body wants
to dene an entirely dierent function based on UBI and Threesh, it can chose a dierent
schema identier and ensure that its function is dierent from Skein.
 A version number, to support future extensions.
 No: the output length of the computation, in bits. This ensures that two Skein computations
that dier only in the number of output bits give unrelated results.
 Yl: Tree leaf size encoding. Set to 0 if tree hashing is not used.
 Yf: Tree fan-out encoding. Set to 0 if tree hashing is not used.
 Ym: Max tree height. Set to 0 if tree hashing is not used.
The values for the tree parameters are detailed in Section 3.5.6. The layout of the 32-byte cong-
uration string C is given in Table 7.
The reserved elds are present to support future extensions in a backward-compatible way.
3.5.3 The Output Function
The function Output(G;No) takes the following parameters:
G the chaining value.
14Size in
Oset Bytes Name Description
0 4 Schema identier The ASCII string \SHA3"
= (0x53, 0x48, 0x41, 0x33),
or ToBytes(0x33414853,4)
4 2 Version number Currently set to 1: ToBytes(1;2)
6 2 Reserved, set to 0
8 8 Output length ToBytes(No;8)
16 1 Tree leaf size enc. Yl
17 1 Tree fan-out enc. Yf
18 1 Max. tree height Ym
19 13 Reserved, set to 0
Table 7: The Fields in the conguration value.
No the number of output bits required.
and produces No bits of output.
The result consists of the leading dNo=8e bytes of:
O :=UBI(G;ToBytes(0;8);Tout2120)jj
UBI(G;ToBytes(1;8);Tout2120)jj
UBI(G;ToBytes(2;8);Tout2120)jj

If No mod 8 = 0 the output is an integral number of bytes. If No mod 8 6= 0 the last byte is only
partially used.
3.5.4 Simple Hashing
A simple Skein hash computation has the following inputs:
Nb The internal state size, in bytes. Must be 32, 64, or 128.
No The output size, in bits.
M The message to be hashed, a string of up to 299   8 bits (296   1 bytes).
Let C be the conguration string dened in Section 3.5.2 with Yl = Yf = Ym = 0
We dene:
K0 := 0Nb a string of Nb zero bytes
G0 := UBI(K0;C;Tcfg2120)
G1 := UBI(G0;M;Tmsg2120)
H := Output(G1;No)
where H is the result of the hash.
153.5.5 Full Skein
In its full general form, a Skein computation has the following inputs:
Nb The internal state size, in bytes. Must be 32, 64, or 128.
No The output size, in bits.
K A key of Nk bytes. Set to the empty string (Nk = 0) if no key is desired.
Yl Tree hash leaf size encoding.
Yf Tree hash fan-out encoding.
Ym Maximum tree height.
L List of t tuples (Ti;Mi) where Ti is a type value and Mi is a string of bits encoded in a
string of bytes.
We have:
L := (T0;M0);:::;(Tt 1;Mt 1)
We require that Tcfg < T0, Ti < Ti+1 for all i, and Tt 1 < Tout. An empty list L is allowed. Each
Mi can be at most 299   8 bits (= 296   1 bytes) long.
The rst step is to process the key. If Nk = 0, the starting value consists of all zeroes.
K0 := 0Nb
If Nk 6= 0 we compress the key using UBI to get our starting value:
K0 := UBI(0Nb;K;Tkey2120)
Let C be the conguration string dened in Section 3.5.2. We compute:
G0 := UBI(K0;C;Tcfg2120)
The parameters are then processed in order:
Gi+1 := UBI(Gi;Mi;Ti2120) for i = 0;:::;t   1
with one exception: if the tree parameters Yl, Yf, and Ym are not all zero, then an input tuple with
Ti = Tmsg is processed as dened in Section 3.5.6, rather than with straight UBI.
And the nal Skein result is given by:
H := Output(Gt;No)
3.5.6 Tree Processing
The message input (type Tmsg) is special and can be processed as a tree. Figure 10 gives an example
of how tree hashing works. Tree processing is controlled by the three tree parameters Yl, Yf, and
Ym in the cong block. Normally (for non-tree hashing), these are all zero. If they are not all zero,
the normal UBI function that processes the Tmsg eld is replaced by a tree hashing construction;
this is a drop-in replacement of that one UBI function; all other parts of Skein are unchanged.
The tree hashing uses the following input parameters:
16UBI UBI UBI UBI
UBI UBI
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message
Figure 10: An overview of tree hashing.
Yl The leaf size encoding. The size of each leaf of the tree is Nb2Yl bytes with Yl  1.
Yf The fan-out encoding. The fan-out of a tree node is 2Yf with Yf  1.
Ym The maximum tree height; Ym  2. (If the height of the tree is not limited, this parameter
is set to 255.)
G The input chaining value. This is the G input of the UBI call that the tree hashing
replaces, and the output of the previous UBI function in the Skein computation.
M The message data.
We dene the leaf size Nl := Nb2Yl and the node size Nn := Nb2Yf.
The message data M is a string of bits encoded in a string of bytes. We rst split M into one or
more message blocks M0;0;M0;1;M0;2;:::;M0;k 1. If M is the empty string, the split results in a
single message block M0;0 that is itself the empty bit string. If M is not the empty string, then
blocks M0;0;:::;M0;k 2 all contain 8Nl bits and block M0;k 1 contains between 1 and 8Nl bits.
We now dene the rst level of tree hashing:
M1 :=
k 1  

 

i=0
UBI(G;M0;i;iNl + 1  2112 + Tmsg2120)
Note that in the tweak, the tree level eld is set to one and the Position eld is given an oset
equal to the starting oset (in bytes) of the message block.
The rest of the tree is dened iteratively. For any level l = 1;2;::: we use the following rules.
If Ml has length Nb then the result Go is dened by Go := Ml.
If Ml is longer than Nb bytes and l = Ym   1 then we have almost reached the maximum tree
height. The result is dened by:
Go := UBI(G;Ml;Ym  2112 + Tmsg2120)
If neither of these conditions holds, we create the next tree level. We split Ml into blocks Ml;0,
Ml;1;:::;Ml;k 1 where all blocks but the last one are Nn bytes long and the last block is between
17Nb and Nn bytes long. We then dene:
Ml+1 :=
k 1 
 

 
i=0
UBI(G;Ml;i;iNn + (l + 1)2112 + Tmsg2120)
and apply the above rules to Ml+1 again.
The result Go is the output of the tree hashing. It becomes the chaining input to the next UBI
function in Skein. (Currently there are no types dened between Tmsg and Tout, so Go becomes the
chaining input to the output transformation.)
As Yf  1 each node of the tree has a fan-out of at least 2, so the height of the tree grows
logarithmically in the size of the message input.
4 Using Skein
In this section we describe some of the many ways in which Skein can be used, and which arguments
are used for what data. All Skein computations contain a conguration block and end with an
output transform|so we will not mention them for every use|but there are also a wealth of
dierent options.
4.1 Skein as a Hash Function
When used as a hash function, the message type is the only optional input type used. The output
of conguration UBI becomes a precomputed initial chaining value. This is the simplest use of
Skein. With the variable output size it becomes a drop-in replacement for almost any existing hash
function.
4.2 Tree Hashing with Skein
Implementers of tree hashing have a number of decisions to make. There are three parameters to
choose: the leaf node size, the fan-out, and the maximum tree height. For eciency, a larger leaf
node size and fan-out is better; it reduces the number of nodes and thus the overhead. But large
leaf nodes and high fan-out make some uses less ecient.
An implementer that needs the hash function to process data at a very high data rate can use a
leaf node size of a few kilobytes and a maximum tree height of 2. This allows multiple processors
to each work on its own leaf node, with one processor doing the second level of the tree. Increasing
the leaf node size makes this more ecient, but it increases the amount of memory needed for
buering, and will tend to increase latency.
Limiting the tree height is useful when memory-limited devices are involved. When computing a
tree hash incrementally, the implementation must store data for each level of the tree. Limiting
the tree height allows a xed allocation of memory for small devices.
Tree hashes can also be used to create a locally veriable and/or updatable hash. In this type of
application, the message data is typically stored, as well as all the nodes of the tree hash. To verify
a part of the message, only that part of the message and the tree nodes that cover it have to be
veried. To modify a part of the message, the tree nodes that cover the modied data have to be
18recomputed. This is most ecient if the leaf node size is relatively small, and the tree fan-out is
low.
4.3 Skein as a MAC
To compute a MAC, the key is used as the key input, and the message as the message input.
One useful property of Skein-MAC is that a 32-bit MAC on a particular key/message pair is
completely unrelated to the 64-bit MAC on the same key/message pair. This address a class
of attacks where the attacker interferes with the algorithm negotiation between two parties, and
convinces one to use a 32-bit MAC and the other to use a 64-bit MAC. If the shorter MAC were
merely the truncation of the longer MAC, the attacker might be able to divide the keyspace in half
and break the 64-bit MAC. Of course, a good algorithm negotiation protocol does not allow this
attack, but we've seen this type of attack work against a number of proprietary protocols that we
have analyzed in the past.
4.4 HMAC
HMAC [4, 5] represents one of the most common usages of hash functions. Skein can easily be used
in HMAC mode, which will use it directly as a hash function as specied by [82].
4.5 Randomized Hashing
To use randomized hashing [40, 27], use the Nonce input to specify a dierentiator for every hash
computation.
4.6 Skein as a Hash Function for Digital Signatures
For digital signatures, Skein allows the option of hashing the public key as well. The message is
processed into the message input and the public key into the public key input. This forces message
hashes to depend on the public key, and proves that someone with access to the actual document
intended to have it signed by that key. This can be relevant in systems that process signatures on
documents separately from the documents. An attacker that only sees a signature cannot extract
the hash and sign the document himself. Depending on the application and situation such phantom
signatures might be a problem; for example, they might allow an attacker to convince an arbitrator
that he was involved in developing a document because his signatures are in the audit trail. When
the public key is included in the hash, the attacker needs access to the original document to sign
it, or convince someone who has access to the document to hash it for his public key.
The presence of the public key in the input to the hash also serves to slow down the rate of digital
signature compromise in the case of the discovery of a collision nding attack on the hash function.
The attacker has to reinvest eort for every public key that it wants to attack. In contrast, when
the public key is not an input to the hash, discovery of a single collision for the hash function can
be used to quickly compromise a large number of signing keys.
194.7 Skein as Key Derivation Function (KDF)
Skein can be used as a KDF [43, 30, 2, 22]. To perform a key derivation, the master key is provided
as the key input, and the identier for the derived key is provided as the KDF input. The desired
key size is the output size, No, which is part of the conguration block.
4.8 Skein as a Password-Based Key Derivation Function (PBKDF)
A Password-Based Key Derivation Function is used to derive cryptographic keys from relatively
low-entropy passwords. The application stores a random seed S, asks the user for a password P,
and then performs a long computation to combine S and P. This computation is deliberately
inecient, often taking something like 100 ms of CPU time. This is acceptable if a user is logging
into a computer system, but an attacker that tries to guess the password has to perform 100 ms
worth of computations for every password he tries. The seed S ensures that the attacker cannot
precompute a table of common passwords and their results; the table would have to be recomputed
for every S value.
The most commonly used PBKDFs [43, 2] use repeated hash function computations. Of course,
Skein can be used in any of these constructions.
Skein also provides an alternative method for PBKDFs. The password P is provided as the key
input. The seed S is repeated a very large number of times and becomes the message input. The
PBKDF result is then computed using Skein with tree parameters Yl = 1, Yf = 1, Ym = 255. The
total size of the message input determines the speed of the PBKDF and can be chosen appropriately.
(Existing PBKDFs typically have an iteration count of some sort that has the same function.)
This approach is not ideal with a linear hash function; the long computation on the repeated S
can lose entropy with regard to the original password. The tree hashing keeps the individual UBI
chains short and avoids this problem.
An even simpler PBKDF is to simply create a very long repetition of S and P; e.g., SjjPjjSjjPjjS ,
and hash that using Skein. (Any other optional data can also be included in the repetition.) This
approach is not ideal with a normal hash function, as the computation could fall into a loop. But
in Skein, every block has a dierent tweak and is thus processed dierently.
4.9 Skein as a PRNG
Skein can be used as a PRNG with the same security properties as the SP 800-90 PRNGs [3] (as
well as Yarrow [48] and Fortuna [33]): After generating data from the PRNG, the state no longer
contains the necessary information to recover that data.
The Skein-PRNG state S consists of Nb bytes. If an application requests N random bytes, the
PRNG computes the Skein output function using the state S as the chaining input and produces
N + Nb bytes of output. The rst Nb bytes of output become the next state for the next request;
the rest of the output bytes are given to the application. Once this function completes and the
old S state is overwritten, the PRNG can no longer recover the random bytes produced for the
application.
To reseed the PRNG with seed data D, set the state to the Skein hash of S jjD (using the natural
output size). The initial seeding of the PRNG is done by setting the state to all zeroes and
performing a reseed with the provided seed data.
20Skein-PRNG is fast; it can produce random data at the same speed that it hashes data. For small
requests, Skein-PRNG has to process a minimum of two Threesh encryptions; it is more ecient
to get larger blocks of random bytes in one request and buer the result.
4.10 Skein as a Stream Cipher
To use Skein as a stream cipher, supply the key to the key input and the nonce (that selects the
key stream to generate) to the nonce input. By convention, since the length of the desired key
stream is not known in advance, set the output size in the conguration value (see Table 7) to
264   1. Implementations can then compute any part of the key stream as desired. For encryption
and decryption, the key stream is XORed with the plaintext or ciphertext.
There is a fundamental dierence between Skein-PRNG and using Skein as a stream cipher to
generate random bits. The outputs of a PRNG are typically not reproducible. Skein-PRNG
actually does work to ensure that once an output has been produced, the PRNG state no longer
contains the necessary information to reconstruct the output. A stream cipher creates reproducible
random data. Depending on the application, one or the other might be desirable.
An application that needs random access to a large random string can use the Skein stream cipher
mode in two ways. It can use a single nonce and selectively generate output blocks, or it can
include a counter in the nonce and generate a xed size block for each nonce value. In general, we
recommend the second approach as it does not require a new API for selectively generating parts
of the output string, and thus is easier to implement using an existing Skein implementation.
4.11 Personalization
All Skein applications (except the PRNG output production) can be personalized with the per-
sonalization input. We recommend that all application designers seriously consider doing this; we
have seen many protocols where a hash that is computed in one part of the protocol can be used
in an entirely dierent part because two hash computations were done on similar or related data,
and the attacker can force the application to make the hash inputs the same [51, 32]. Personalizing
each hash function used in the protocol summarily stops this type of attack.
When using the personalization input, we recommend that applications use a unique string that
starts with a date followed by an email address. The date consists of 8 digits in YYYYMMDD
format (Gregorian calendar); this is immediately followed by a space, an email address owned by
the creator of the application on the date specied, and a space. After the space, the creator of
the application can use any data to distinguish dierent applications and uses.
For example, the personalization string for the application FOO might be the UTF8 Unicode string:
20081031 somebody@example.com FOO/bar
where \bar" is the personalization within the application.
This convention allows anybody to generate unique personalization strings that are distinct from
all other personalization strings. To support all languages, the string is a UTF8-encoded Unicode
string2.
2For readers unfamiliar with UTF8 and Unicode: an ASCII string with all characters < 128 is a valid UTF8-
encoded Unicode string.
21Alternatively, implementors can generate a 16-byte random value using a high-quality random
number generator, and start all their personalization strings with that xed random value.
4.12 Choosing the Output Size
For any of these Skein applications, there can be situations in which the desired output size is not
known in advance. This can be resolved in two ways. The simplest way is to compute the result
using the natural output size and use this as key to the stream cipher mode to produce the desired
output size. Alternatively, applications can set No = 264   1 and use only as many of the output
bytes as they need. In general, we recommend against this second approach, as the leading bytes of
dierent output sizes are the same. Furthermore, it requires a non-standard implementation that
can produce only part of the specied output.
4.13 Threesh as a Block Cipher
Threesh can be used as a normal block cipher in any of the well-known block cipher modes [33].
Threesh decryption is generally slower than encryption due to the MIX function having less par-
allelism in the decryption direction. Some block ciphers modes use both encryption and decryption
(e.g., CBC) but others use only encryption (e.g., CFB and OFB). Since in most applications de-
cryption happens more often than encryption, when using Threesh as a standalone cipher in a
mode that requires decryption, it might be useful to switch the encrypt/decrypt direction. But this
is a minor point, given the raw speed of Threesh.
Several recent block cipher modes, such as Oset Codebook (OCB) [94], turn a plain block cipher
into something similar to a tweakable block cipher using a value added to both the plaintext and
the ciphertext. We believe that a native tweakable block cipher, like Threesh, will lead to newer,
more ecient modes, where the tweak value is used directly.
Other modes of operation will likely benet from the extended input space of tweakable block
ciphers (plaintext or ciphertext plus tweak), compared to conventional block ciphers (plaintext or
ciphertext only). For example, the Counter{Cipher Feedback (CCFB) mode [65] uses a conventional
block cipher for authenticated encryption. We are working on a variant of that mode, providing
more ecient authenticated encryption at the same level of security, when employing a tweakable
block cipher instead of a conventional one.
Most block ciphers modes are only secure up to the birthday bound; thus, we can expect most uses
of AES to start failing after processing 264 blocks. In general, to achieve a security level of n bits
it would be nice to have a block cipher with a block size of 2n bits. Threesh has a large enough
block size to eliminate all collision-style attacks and provide high security even when processing
large amounts of data.
5 Skein Performance
5.1 Software Performance
Skein is designed to be fast on 64-bit CPUs. Table 8 give a summary of the speed measurements
we have made for large messages, in 64- and 32-bit mode on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, in assembly
language and C.
22Skein-
256 512 1024
64-bit ASM 7.6 6.1 6.5
64-bit C 9.2 6.5 12.3
32-bit ASM 32.8 32.5 37.5
32-bit C 35.8 40.1 49.0
Table 8: Summary of skein speeds (clocks/byte).
The following series of tables gives performance gures for Skein-256, Skein-512, and Skein-1024
with a variety of message sizes. All measurements were taken on the NIST reference platform: an
Intel Core 2 Duo CPU running Windows Vista, using the Microsoft Visual C Studio 2008 compiler.
There are several dierent levels of loop unrolling for each version of Skein, and each table lists the
result from the fastest version of the code, which is not always the fully unrolled version.
The times to hash 1 and 10 bytes are the same: each is less than one block for all block sizes, and
Skein requires two Threesh calls to hash a one-block message. A 100 byte message requires ve
Threesh calls for Skein-256 (four for the block and one for the output transform), three Threesh
calls for Skein-512, and only two for Skein-1024.
For longer message lengths|1000, 10,000, and 100,000 bytes|Skein is making many Threesh
calls and the true performance of the algorithm can be measured. It should be noted that these
powers of ten are not multiples of the native block size, so the \rounding" error there aects the
results somewhat.
64-bit Implementations. Table 9 gives performance gures for Skein, hand-coded in assembly
language. Table 10 gives preliminary performance gures for Skein, coded in C.
Message Length (bytes)
1 10 100 1000 10,000 100,000
Skein-256 666 65 14.3 8.2 7.6 7.6
Skein-512 1068 107 15.0 7.0 6.2 6.1
Skein-1024 1902 191 19.3 7.8 6.7 6.5
Table 9: Skein speeds (clocks/byte) in ASM on a 64-bit CPU.
Message Length (bytes)
1 10 100 1000 10,000 100,000
Skein-256 774 77 16.6 9.8 9.2 9.2
Skein-512 1086 110 15.6 7.3 6.6 6.5
Skein-1024 3295 330 33.2 14.2 12.3 12.3
Table 10: Skein speeds (clocks/byte) in C on a 64-bit CPU.
For comparison, Table 11 lists the performance of the SHA family in C on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU
[36, 37]. At 6.5 clocks/byte, Skein-512 is more than twice as fast as SHA-512's 13.3 clocks/byte on
the NIST reference platform CPU.
23Message Length (bytes)
1 10 100 1000 10,000 100,000
SHA-1 677 74.2 14.0 10.4 10.0 10.0
SHA-224 1379 143.1 27.4 20.7 20.1 20.0
SHA-256 1405 145.7 27.6 20.7 20.1 20.0
SHA-384 1821 187.3 19.6 13.7 13.4 13.3
SHA-512 1899 192.5 20.6 13.8 13.4 13.3
Table 11: SHA speeds (clocks/byte) in C on a 64-bit CPU.
All of these Skein numbers are based on an implementation of Skein optimized for speed. It is
possible to trade speed for code size, allowing Skein to run on platforms with limited memory, as
shown in Table 12 for assembly code. Similar trade-os exist for the C code. The code size shown
is in bytes, for the Skein block processing function. The speed is given in CPU clocks per byte,
and the nal column indicates how many rounds of the block cipher are unrolled in the Skein block
processing function. In general, the looping versions of the code are all fairly close to the speed
of the fully unrolled version, which is always the fastest. Among the looping versions, the speed
dierence between dierent amounts of unrolling is very minimal|typically not even visible when
rounded to the nearest tenth of clocks/byte|so unrolling 8 rounds seems to be the best option when
code size is critical. The Skein block function could also be coded with even les s memory by not
unrolling the Threesh algorithm at all, and looping it 72 or 80 times. We have not implemented
that variant.
Code Unrolled
Size Speed Rounds
Skein-256 2323 7.6 72
Skein-256 1288 7.8 24
Skein-256 664 7.8 8
Skein-512 4733 6.1 72
Skein-512 2182 6.4 24
Skein-512 1074 6.4 8
Skein-1024 11817 6.5 80
Skein-1024 7133 6.9 40
Skein-1024 3449 7.1 16
Skein-1024 2221 7.0 8
Table 12: Code size/speed trade-os on 64-bit CPUs in ASM.
The sizes of the API functions|Init, Update, and Final|are not included in Table 12, since they
are all in C and do not have any signicant speed/size trade-os. The combined code size of these
API functions is roughly 1000 bytes for each Skein block size, varying slightly depending on how
much function inlining the compiler chooses to do.
32-bit Implementations. On a 32-bit CPU, performance is slower; see Tables 13 and Table 14.
It should be noted that in some cases, other compilers (e.g., GCC) give slightly faster results for
32-bit code.
24Message Length (bytes)
1 10 100 1000 10,000 100,000
Skein-256 2310 230 54.1 34.1 32.9 32.8
Skein-512 4460 484 65.3 35.5 32.5 32.5
Skein-1024 9730 974 97.8 42.7 37.5 37.5
Table 13: Skein speeds (clocks/byte) in ASM in 32-bit mode.
Message Length (bytes)
1 10 100 1000 10,000 100,000
Skein-256 2544 257 60.0 38.1 35.8 35.8
Skein-512 5508 549 81.2 44.3 40.1 40.1
Skein-1024 12624 1262 126 55.4 49.0 49.0
Table 14: Skein speeds (clocks/byte) in C in 32-bit mode.
For comparison, Table 15 lists the performance of the SHA family in C in 32-bit mode [36, 37].
SHA-1, SHA-224, and SHA-256 are optimized for 32-bit words, and are faster on this platform.
SHA-384, SHA-512, and Skein are optimized for 64-bit words, and are slower on a 32-bit CPU. But
Skein-512 is still faster than SHA-512.
Message Length (bytes)
1 10 100 1000 10,000 100,000
SHA-1 716 71.6 15.1 10.4 10.0 9.9
SHA-224 1522 152.2 29.1 21.6 20.1 20.9
SHA-256 1522 153.5 29.5 21.6 20.9 20.9
SHA-384 5747 574.7 58.8 42.9 41.9 41.4
SHA-512 5851 586.4 60.2 43.0 41.9 41.4
Table 15: SHA speeds (clocks/byte) in C in 32-bit mode.
8-bit Implementations. Table 16 gives Skein's speed, using compiled C code, on an Atmel AVR
8-Bit RISC processor. The implementation unrolls the code to 8 rounds. These speed numbers are
for long messages.
code clocks/ block time large-message
size (bytes) block @ 16 Mhz throughput
Skein-256 22,500 208k 13 ms 2.5 kB/s
Skein-512 46,300 341k 27 ms 2.4 kB/s
Skein-1024 91,500 940k 59 ms 2.2 kB/s
Table 16: Skein speed in C on an 8-bit CPU.
Table 17 contains our ASM speed estimates on the same 8-bit CPU. The corresponding results are
slightly more than ten times faster than the C versions, probably due to an inecient implemen-
25tation of the 64-bit rotation in the compiler's C library. These assembly estimates are optimized
for speed, not for code size. It would also be possible to cut the code size in half (or better) by
sacricing some performance. The last row is an implementation that exploits the fact that the
256-bit state ts entirely in the 32 registers of the AVR CPU.
code clocks/ block time large-message
size (bytes) block @ 16 Mhz throughput
Skein-256 4,800 19k 1.2 ms 26 kB/s
Skein-512 8,300 37k 2.3 ms 28 kB/s
Skein-1024 13,200 80k 5.0 ms 26 kB/s
Skein-256 9.5k 0.6 ms 54 kB/s
Table 17: Skein speed estimates in ASM on an 8-bit CPU.
5.2 Hardware Performance
ASIC Implementation. The Skein compression function consists of ve steps:
1. Loading the key and plaintext,
2. Building the Threesh key schedule,
3. Executing 72 or 80 rounds for Skein, with key injections every 4 rounds,
4. Doing the feed-forward step,
5. Saving the result.
This description allows us to estimate the gate cost and performance of the Skein compression
function implemented by an ASIC. We provide this estimate for Skein-512 only. Estimates for
Skein-256 and Skein-1024 are analogous.
The gate count for any implementation is primarily determined by step 3, so we will estimate
this rst: A Threesh-512 round consists of four parallel MIX operations and a permutation. A
MIX operation consists of a 64-bit XOR, a 64-bit rotate, and a 64-bit add. A 64-bit XOR can be
implemented in 192 gates. A 64-bit add can be implemented in about 800 gates. This means a
MIX costs about 1000 gates. The delay through this circuit is conservatively about 1 nanosecond,
using a 65 nm CMOS process.
Threesh denes distinct rotation constants for eight rounds, with distinct rotation constants for
each MIX. Hence, it is necessary to implement 32 dierent MIX circuits for Threesh and Skein.
Since the permutations can be implemented by simply routing the internal state appropriately, this
means that the Threesh round functions collectively require about 32K gates.
Threesh-512 requires storage for its internal state and the feed-forward value. Each of these can be
implemented with 512 bit ip-ops at about 5K gates each. The Threesh-512 key schedule requires
768 bits of storage, including the key (chaining variable), tweak, and overall parity words. This
can be implemented using 768 bits of ip-op, costing approximately 8K gates. The multiplexers
for loading and shifting all these ip-op bits values add about another 8K gates.
26The Threesh-512 subkey injection can be implemented using eleven 64-bit adders (eight adders
for the key words, two for the tweak words, and one for the injection count), which we estimate
at approximately 9K gates. Computing the parity over the key and tweak words requires 512 two-
input XOR gates (2K gates), and we assume that the key schedule values are rotated using shift
registers after each key injection.
This gives an estimated gate count of roughly 32 + 5 + 5 + 8 + 8 + 9 + 2 = 69K gates. The
actual gate count will probably be somewhat higher due to additional routing area required by the
xed rotations, so the overall equivalent chip area might be closer to about 80K gates. The delay
through the circuit would be 8 nanoseconds, which we round up to 10 nanoseconds (100 MHz) to
be conservative.
Skein-512 simply iterates its compression function to hash a string longer than one block, and would
require 10 clocks per block (9 clocks for 72 rounds, plus one for setup), or 10M blocks/second. This
gives a total throughput of roughly 5 Gb/s. It should be noted that a custom layout, particularly
of the adders, could probably increase this performance by more than factor of two.
At the time of writing, the fastest Intel Core 2 CPU can be clocked at 3.4 GHz. At 6.1 cycles/byte,
each core can hash data at around 500 MB/s or 4 Gb/s. Thus, ASIC hardware is not much faster
than a fast CPU core, although it might be far cheaper and use far less power. At rst glance,
it is surprising that a software implementation would be that fast, but modern CPUs use highly
specialized layouts and cutting-edge chip technologies, whereas ASICs are often made with standard
cell libraries and older (cheaper) chip technologies.
Obviously, a company like Intel could use the same chip technology found in CPUs to make faster
Skein hardware, but we doubt that will ever happen.
FPGA Implementation. We are building a reference FPGA Skein implementation; our technical
report will be available before the NIST Hash Workshop in February 2009.
5.3 Threesh Software Performance
Table 18 gives preliminary relative performance gures for Threesh|both encryption and decryption|
in C, on the NIST Reference platform CPU in 64-bit mode. These numbers are for Skein using
Threesh encryption versus Skein using Threesh decryption. That is, both operations include the
plaintext feed-forward and the key schedule, so the encryption number here is identical to the Skein
performance. The point is to show the relative slowdown of using decryption. Encryption-only and
decryption-only versions would each be slightly faster.
Speed
Encrypt Decrypt
Threesh-256 9.2 13.5
Threesh-512 6.5 7.7
Threesh-1024 12.3 not implemented
Table 18: Threesh speeds (clocks/byte) in C on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU.
Of course, Threesh would be faster in ASM.
275.4 The Word Size As a Tunable Parameter
All versions of Skein are specied with 64-bit words. The word size can be seen as a tunable
parameter; we can dene a Skein variant with 32-bit words. This variant would run much faster
on 32-bit CPUs, but signicantly slower on 64-bit CPUs.
At this point, we have not searched for rotation or permutation constants for a 32-bit variant, nor
have we analyzed it to determine how many rounds would be required for security. However, given
the knowledge obtained from the 64-bit variants, this would not be complicated.
6 Skein Security Claims
6.1 Basic Security Claims for Skein
Skein has been developed to be secure for a wide range of applications, including but not limited
to digital signatures, key derivation, pseudorandom number generation, and stream cipher usage.
Skein supports personalized and randomized hashing. Under a secret key, Skein can be used for
message authentication and as a pseudorandom function.
Below, we write n for the state size, and m for the minimum of state and output size. We claim
the following levels of security against standard attacks3:
 First pre-image resistance up to 2m.
 Second pre-image resistance up to 2m.
 Collision resistance up to 2m=2.
 Resistance against r-collisions up to roughly minf2n=2;2(r 1)m=rg. (An r collision consists of
r dierent messages M1, ..., Mr with H(M1) =  = H(Mr).)
Furthermore, we make the following security claims for Skein:
 When used as a message authentication code (MAC) or as a pseudorandom function, either
via the HMAC construction or by using Skein's native MAC/PRF support under a secret key,
we claim resistance to key recovery, forgery, or distinguishing attacks up to min(2n=2;2m).
 For randomized hashing, we claim security up to 2m against the following eTCR attack sce-
nario of [40]: The attacker chooses a message M1 and receives r1 and Hr1(M1), the randomized
hash of M1. Here r1 is an n-bit random value not chosen by the adversary. Now the attacker
has to nd an r2 and a message M2 with Hr2(M2) = Hr1(M1).
 Old Merkle-Damg ard hash functions suer from a length extension property: Given H(M),
without knowing anything about M except for its length, it is feasible to compute an extension
E and the hash H(MjjE). This kind of attack succeeds with probability 1 for SHA-256 and
SHA-512, for example.
3Our claims regarding collision resistance, pseudo-collision resistance and corresponding near misses follow Rog-
away's formalism [93].
28Skeins UBI mode defends against length extension. If the entropy of M is suciently large,
such that the adversary cannot guess M, the probability of success for a length extension
attack is roughly 2 m.
In addition to exact collisions, preimages and second preimages for the hash function, near misses
are also relevant. For example, a near-collision with Hamming-weight h  1 consists of two messages
M 6= M0 with H(M) 6= H(M0), where n   h of the bits in H(M) and H(M0) are the same, and h
bits dier.
Computing a near miss may be simpler than computing an exact hit, but if it is too simple, this
indicates a weakness. For Skein, we claim that nding a near miss (i.e., a near-collision, a near-
preimage or a near-second-preimage) is no more than

n
h

=
n!
h!  (n   h)!
times faster than the corresponding exact hit.
6.2 The Security of Skein's Compression Function and the Threesh Block
Cipher
We make the following claims about the block compression function inside Skein, as used by the
UBI mode. Following an old tradition from cryptography, attacks which deal with the compression
function rather than the hash function are marked by the prex \pseudo."
 Pseudo rst-preimage resistance of 2n, where n is the size of the chaining value.
 Pseudo second-preimage resistance of 2n, where n is the size of the chaining value.
 Pseudo-collision resistance of 2n=2, where n is the size of the chaining value.
 Resistance against r-pseudo-collisions up to roughly 2(r 1)n=r.
For the collision resistance of UBI, we restrict ourselves to collisions in which the starting positions
in the starting tweaks are identical, where n is the size of the chaining value. This provides an
additional line of defence: We claim security against pseudo-collisions in general, but even the
ability to nd pseudo-collisions would not allow an adversary to break Skein, if these colliding
inputs for the Skein compression function have dierent tweaks.
Security against near misses for the compression function may degenerate by the same factor
 n
h

we claimed for near misses against the Skein hash function.
Furthermore, we claim Threesh to be secure against all standard attacks against a tweakable block
cipher: chosen-plaintext attacks, related-key attacks, chosen-tweak attacks, and so on.
6.3 Security Proofs
The claims made about Skein's security are backed by proofs [8]. Here we briey explain what
these proofs mean and provide.
29The base (also called atomic) primitives underlying Skein are the tweakable block cipher Threesh
and its derived compression function. Skein is built on top of these. A proof that Skein possesses
some security property S is a proof of a statement of the form: \If the atomic primitive has security
property A, then Skein is guaranteed to have security property S." The proof takes the form of
a reduction that, given an attacker violating property S of Skein, constructs an attacker violating
property A of the atomic primitive. We will be providing such proofs for various choices of S.
It should be understood that a proof of security does not say that it would be impossible to nd
attacks violating security property S for Skein. What it says is that it would be impossible to nd
such attacks without uncovering attacks violating security property A of the atomic primitive. The
proof transfers condence from the atomic primitive to Skein. It validates the mode of operation,
meaning the higher-level design. It says there are no aws in this design. The practical consequence
is that cryptanalysis can be conned to the atomic primitives. There is no need to attempt to attack
Skein itself. One might as well invest eort in attacking Threesh and the compression function.
The rst and most basic property about which we have proofs is collision resistance. However, this
isn't the only security property we support via proofs. A look at the contemporary usage of hash
functions makes it clear that they are used in ways that call for security properties well beyond, and
dierent from, collision resistance. In particular, hash functions are used for message authentication
(e.g. HMAC [5, 4]) and as pseudorandom functions (PRFs) in key derivation. (These usages refer
to keyed versions of the hash function.) They are also used to instantiate random oracles in public-
key cryptography schemes. We believe this type of usage will continue, and modern hash functions
should support it. This is the design philosophy that underlies Skein.
We approach providing provable support for these additional properties by showing that the mode
of operation underlying Skein is MPP (Multi-Property Preserving) [9]. This means that a number
of dierent security attributes, if possessed by the atomic primitive, are guaranteed to be possessed
by Skein. The rst such property is collision resistance. The second is pseudo-randomness, as a
consequence of which we obtaine provable support for the use of keyed Skein as a KDF and MAC.
The third is indierentiability from a random oracle.
One of the most widespread current usages of hash functions is for HMAC [5, 82]. This use
is supported by proofs of security for the current generation of hash functions that use Merkle-
Damg ard mode [5, 4]. We expect that any future hash function will continue to be utilized in
HMAC mode and that such use should continue to be supported by proofs of security. We supply
these proofs.
We also provide provable support for the use of Skein as a PRNG and as a stream cipher.
Although the outcomes of proofs in this document are discussed in a qualitative sense, the theorems
and proofs in [8] provide concrete reductions; that is, a concrete quantitative analysis of the relations
between the the resources of an adversary, and the adversarial advantage.
Figure 19 summarizes the provable security results regarding Skein; For each property, we indicate
the assumption on the atomic primitive under which it is established. We now discuss these items
in more detail. The formal denitions, result statements, and proofs that back up the claims made
below will be provided in a supporting document that will be available before the NIST Hash
Workshop in February 2009 [8].
Collision resistance. We prove that if the compression function is collision resistant, then so
is Skein. (Referring to the above discussion, here S is the collision resistance of Skein and A
is the collision resistance of the compression function.) The implication is that it is no easier
to nd collisions for Skein than for its compression function. Given that (strengthened) Merkle-
30Skein Property / Mode Assumption on Atomic Primitive
Hash (collision resistance) The compression function, C,
is collision resistant
PRF Threesh is a (tweakable) PRP
KDF Threesh is a (tweakable) PRP
MAC Threesh is a (tweakable) PRP
Indierentiability from random oracle Threesh is an ideal (tweakable) cipher
HMAC Threesh is a (tweakable) PRP
PRNG Threesh is a (tweakable) PRP
Stream cipher Threesh is a (tweakable) PRP
Table 19: Summary of provable security attributes of Skein.
Damg ard [26, 72], used in the SHA family, is backed by a similar security guarantee, such a
guarantee would seem to be a necessary requirement for a new hash function. We are asserting
that we can provide this.
PRF, MAC, and KDF. We prove that if Threesh is a tweakable PRP (pseudorandom permu-
tation), then Skein is a PRF. It is important to understand that we are referring, in this context,
to the keyed version of Skein. The PRF property is that the input-output behavior of keyed Skein
should look like that of a random function to an attacker who is not given the key. This proof
supports the usage of keyed Skein for key derivation (KDF). It also supports the use of keyed Skein
as a MAC. This is true because any PRF is a secure MAC [7].
The PRF property reects the increased versatility of Skein compared to the SHA family. The func-
tions in the latter family are not PRFs when keyed in the natural way; namely, via the initialization
vector. This is because of the extension attack.
We highlight an attractive feature of the proof of PRF security. Namely, the assumption made
pertains to the (tweakable) block cipher rather than to the compression function. Additionally,
this is the standard assumption on a tweakable block cipher: that it is a PRP. Indeed, in the case
of other modes such as EMD [9] that are PRF preserving, the assumption is that the compression
function is a PRF, which relies on the underlying block cipher being a PRF when keyed through the
message rather than the key port. The dierence in Skein arises because the compression function
runs the block cipher in Matyas-Meyer-Oseas mode.
We emphasize that we provide provable support for the use of keyed Skein as a MAC. This is by
dint of the fact that we show keyed Skein is a secure MAC, under the assumption that Threesh is
a PRP. (This in turn is because, as indicated above, under this assumption, keyed Skein is a PRF,
and any PRF is a secure MAC.)
A novel feature of Skein in these modes is the variable output length. The desired output length
is one of the inputs to the hash function. Skein has been designed so that its output values are
independent for dierent values of this output length parameter, even if other inputs (such as the
message) are the same. This attribute of Skein is also supported by the security proofs. We dene
the (new) concept of a VOL (Variable Output Length) PRF. This is what the proofs show Skein
to achieve, under the assumption that Threesh is a PRP.
31Keyed Skein is a fast alternative to HMAC-Skein with regard to providing a PRF and secure MAC.
To support legacy applications, however, we will also support HMAC-Skein via proofs.
Indierentiability from a random oracle. We prove that the Skein mode of operation preserves
indierentiability from a random oracle. This has, since [23, 9], become an important requirement
for hash functions, due to their use for instantiating random oracles.
What the results say is that if we replace Threesh with an ideal block cipher, the resulting hash
function produced by the Skein mode of operation behaves like a random oracle. Technically, it is
indierentiable from a random oracle. Indierentiability [69, 23] is a technical term underlain by a
formal denition. If a function is indierentiable from a random oracle, it means we can securely
replace a random oracle with this function in most (not all) usages of the random oracle.
This can be viewed as saying the Skein mode of operation has no structural weaknesses. It is
evidence that attacks that dierentiate it from a random oracle, such as the extension attack, wont
work.
We should, however, add a word of warning and explanation. The result pertains to the mode of
operation, not to the block cipher. In the proof, the latter has been replaced by an ideal block
cipher. The subtle point here is that there is no formal notion or assumption that we can state
to capture \Threesh is, or approximates, an ideal block cipher." This result is dierent from the
other results discussed above. It is, for example, perfectly meaningful to say that Threesh is a
PRP. We emphasize that the subtleties associated with indierentiability are not peculiar to our
results, but instead are endemic to the notion as a whole. They are, and will be, present for any
hash function for which a proof of indierentiability from a random oracle is supplied.
All this notwithstanding, the general consensus in the community is that indierentiability buys
you something. It is just dicult to formally say exactly what.
Support for HMAC mode. Current hash functions are used in HMAC mode to obtain a MAC
or a PRF. The widespread standardization and use of HMAC means this represents a large and
important domain of hash function usage. (HMAC is standardized via an IETF RFC [61], a NIST
FIPS [82], and ANSI X9.71 [1]. It is in IEEE 802.11. It is implemented in SSL, SSH, IPsec, and
TLS, among other places.) It is thus important that any new hash function continue to support
usage in HMAC mode.
The issue this raises with regard to proofs is as follows. For hash functions that use Merkle-
Damg ard [26, 72] mode (in particular the MD and SHA families), HMAC mode is supported by
proofs [5, 4] that arguably played an important role in the widespread and continuing adoption
of HMAC. Current support for HMAC in this domain is represented by [4], which showed that
HMAC with a Merkle-Damg ard hash function is a secure PRF (and hence MAC), assuming that
the compression function is itself a secure PRF. If Skein is to become a replacement for current
hash functions, it is important that we provide a similar provable guarantee for its usage in HMAC
mode. But since our underlying iteration method is not Merkle-Damg ard, the previous proofs do
not apply.
Our contribution in this regard is to supply new proofs. These show the analog of the above-
mentioned result. Namely, if the compression function is a PRF, then so is HMAC-Skein. This
means that Skein has the same provable guarantees in HMAC mode as existing hash functions.
As a result, there are two dierent modes of operation in which Skein can provide a PRF or
MAC: HMAC mode and Skein's native keyed mode as discussed above. The latter is faster. How-
ever, the former needs to be supported for legacy reasons.
32PRNG and stream cipher. The target security property for a stream cipher is that of [18, 107]:
given a random seed, the output should be computationally indistinguishable from random. The
goal for the PRNG is that it should be forward-secure, as dened by [10]. We prove both these
properties under the assumption that Threesh is a PRP.
6.4 Security Above the Birthday Bound
There has recently been signicant attention drawn to new security models for hash functions,
whereby additional properties are required to defend against attacks with greater complexity than
2(n=2). For example, Joux found that if an attacker can expend sucient work to nd a collision in
the internal state of an MD hash function, the attacker could amplify that attack to nd a large
number of additional collisions. Joux called this a \multi-collision" attack [42].
Similarly, we found it is possible to exploit collisions on the internal state of a hash function to nd
second pre-images faster than one might naively otherwise expect [47], and we show how to exploit
collisions on the internal state of a hash function to mount what we call \herding" attacks [46].
These \attacks above the birthday bound" are unique for several reasons. First, they target tra-
ditionally non-standard properties of the hash function. For example, whereas previous research
focused on measuring how hard it would be for an attacker to nd a single collision, these new
works begin with the assumption that an attacker can nd one collision, and then ask what else an
attacker might be able to do with it. Second, given the nature of these attacks, we are currently
forced to argue a hash function's resistance against them using ad hoc means, rather than proofs
of security.
These attacks above the birthday bound are theoretically interesting, but unimportant in practice.
Designers who desire n bits of security should use a hash function with at least 2n bits of state.
This is already common practice, and it pushes these type of attacks beyond the capabilities of
any attacker. The Skein state sizes are large enough to achieve this for all commonly used security
levels.
6.5 Tunable Security Parameter
Although the number of Threesh rounds is specied for all Skein variants, this represents a tunable
security parameter. It would be straightforward to increase or decrease the number of rounds by
multiples of four. To increase or decrease the number of rounds by a number that is not a multiple
of four, we would want to investigate changing the rotation constants and the word permutation
as well.
7 Implementing Skein
7.1 Software Implementations
7.1.1 Threesh
In software, most of the work of Threesh is in the MIX function. For that reason, we designed it
to be relatively easy to implement. MIX is optimized for 64-bit CPUs, and implementing the MIX
function on those platforms is trivial.
33On a 32-bit CPU, the MIX function requires a 64-bit rotation and addition. The 64-bit rotations are
typically built out of four 32-bit shifts and some mask/combine operations. On the x86 architecture,
the SHLD instruction implements half of a 64-bit rotation. The 64-bit additions are typically built
from two additions, the second one using the carry bit from the rst one.
On an 8-bit CPU, the 64-bit addition must be built from eight 8-bit additions. The rotation is
harder; most 8-bit CPUs do not have a barrel shifter and are limited to 1-bit rotations. A 64-
bit rotation is typically implemented as a byte re-order and between zero and four 1-bit left or
right rotations. Each 1-bit rotation can be implemented as eight or nine 8-bit rotate-through-carry
instructions.
The Threesh round functions can be rolled into a nested loop or a single loop, or they can be
fully unrolled. The smallest and slowest option is a double loop: the outer loop for the rounds and
the inner loop for the MIX functions in a round. For fast implementations, Threesh is typically
unrolled to 8 rounds or fully unrolled. Once 8 rounds are unrolled, the rotation constants become
xed|they repeat every 8 rounds|and can be embedded in the code itself.
The key schedule can be implemented in several ways. The simplest way is to store the expanded
key and tweak, and compute each subkey when needed. When used in Skein, Threesh only uses a
key to encrypt one block, so this is also ecient. If the same key is used many times|if Threesh
is encrypting a large block of text|the subkeys can be fully precomputed. Note that dierent
subkeys can use the same sum of a tweak word and a key word. Implementations can precompute
those values, or store the results the rst time they are computed.
Small memory implementations might not want to store the entire tweak. When Threesh is used
in Skein for small messages (and without tree hashing or bit padding), most of the tweak is zero.
The rst few bytes contain the message length so far, and the last byte is one of two or three values.
Storing just a few bytes is enough to reconstruct the tweak value, and the necessary tweak words
can be computed on the y when they are needed.
When Threesh is used for data encryption rather than hashing, decryption is slower than encryp-
tion. As data is typically decrypted more often than it is encrypted, implementations might want
to swap the two directions: using what we describe as encryption for decryption and vice versa.
There are no security implications in making this change.
7.1.2 UBI
Unless specically necessary, we recommend that implementations support only inputs that are an
integral number of bytes. In most circumstances, odd-bit-length inputs are not used, and including
the option merely complicates the coding and testing. It is easy to not support odd bit lengths;
just ignore the issue. There is no bit padding to apply, and the BitPad bit in the tweak is left at
zero. We stress that this is not a security issue; an implementation for arbitrary bit lengths is as
secure as implementation supporting only integral numbers of bytes.
Implementations that allow messages to be processed incrementally need to buer one block's worth
of data. This is because a block cannot be processed until it is known whether it is the last block
of the message. High-speed implementations might want to create a single loop that processes
multiple blocks of data. This avoids the overhead of a function call for every block.
To process a block, the implementation needs to store the following information:
 The chaining value/Threesh key
34 The current state of the Threesh encryption
 The message block to be XORed at the end
 The tweak, or information to allow it to be constructed on the y
Thus, UBI requires slightly more than 3Nb bytes of memory. Low-memory implementations should
consider using Skein-256, as it can be implemented in approximately 100 bytes of RAM (assuming
the messages are not too long).
On modern operating systems, memory areas are frequently mapped in such a way that they are
accessible from multiple contexts. For example, a kernel mode function might read data from
memory in a user mode process; another thread in that process could be modifying the memory at
the same time that the kernel mode thread was reading the data.
This opens up a possible line of attack. An implementer might be tempted not to buer the message
block but read it twice from memory: once to start the encryption and once for the feed-forward
XOR. If another thread modies the message block between these two operations, it can inject a
chosen dierence in the chaining state|something that is normally not possible. We do not know
whether this leads to an attack|it seems dicult to exploit in Skein|but it violates the properties
that our security proofs depend upon. As a rule of thumb, a cryptographic algorithm should only
read its inputs once, which is how the Skein code provided to NIST operates.
7.1.3 Skein
Any implementer of Skein has to choose which options to enable. The simplest implementations
only implement straight hashing with a xed output size. After that, the most useful options to
support are probably:
 Variable output sizes (in byte increments) up to one block
 Longer outputs
 Key input for a MAC
 PRNG
 Personalization
We expect that the public-key eld, key derivation, and tree hashing will be used less frequently.
Skein denes output sizes of arbitrary bit length, but we recommend that implementations restrict
themselves to whole bytes. There are specic uses for odd bit lengths (e.g., elliptic curves) and the
odd bit length provides a symmetry with the arbitrary bit length of the inputs, but in practice, we
rarely see arbitrary bit length values being used.
7.2 Hardware Implementations
7.2.1 Threesh
The core of Threesh is the MIX function. In hardware, this is straightforward to implement. To
achieve high performance it is important to use a fast-carry adder and not a ripple-carry adder.
35Ripple-carry adders are very slow in the worst case; the carry ripples from the least signicant
bit to the most signicant bit, which limits the maximum clock frequency. There are well-known
techniques for fast carry propagation in adders, and these should be used for speed-sensitive im-
plementations.
The rotations and word permutations do not require any gates, but they do take up routing space.
The most natural way to implement Threesh is to either implement 8 rounds, or the full 72 or
80 rounds. An implementation that tries to implement only 1 or 4 rounds needs to accommodate
dierent rotation constants in each MIX, leading to a number of multiplexers.
The key schedule can be implemented in several ways. The simplest one is to store the extended
key and extended tweak in two shift registers and clock the shift registers once for each subkey.
Note that the nal state of the shift registers can be directly computed, so implementations that
want to perform decryption can eciently generate the subkeys in reverse order.
7.2.2 UBI
In hardware, UBI is implemented like any other block chaining mode. There are no special con-
siderations, other than the need to buer the last input block until it is known whether this is the
last block of the message or not.
7.2.3 Skein
For high-speed implementations, the output transform is a problem. If the core Threesh im-
plementation can barely keep up with incoming data, there is no time to compute the output
transform between two messages. Implementations have to ensure that the core is twice as fast
as the maximum data rate, have two Threesh implementations (one for the data and one for the
output transform), or reduce throughput when short messages are processed.
8 Skein Design
8.1 Design Philosophy
There were several principles that we kept in mind throughout the design process.
Simplicity. Simplicity is important in any cryptographic primitive: the easier an algorithm is to
understand, the easier it is to analyze. And the easier it is to analyze, the more condence the
cryptographic community has in its analysis. Because of this, simplicity was one of our core design
goals. We wanted a design that could be easily explained and remembered.
Security per clock cycle. In all our design trade-os, security per clock cycle on a 64-bit CPU
was the primary measure. This is a method for evaluating algorithms that we developed previously
[98], and have used in the design of Twosh [97], Helix [34], and Phelix [101].
Implementability on a wide range of platforms. Any standardized hash function ought to run
on as many dierent platforms as possible. Most critical here are low-end platforms: smartcards,
embedded systems, sensor network motes, RFID-tags, and so on. To ensure implementability on
these low-end systems, we avoided hardware-expensive operations|such as multiplications|and
36large constant tables. We also ensured that Skein and Threesh could be implemented in very
small code size and with very limited RAM.
Of course, we did not just focus on low-end platforms. We wanted Skein to perform well on modern
64-bit CPUs. Skein employs simple 64-bit operations, which allow these modern CPUs to perform
several operations in parallel. (Skein-512 and Skein-1024 are better at this than Skein-256.) To
support multicore architectures and grid computing, Skein provides an optional mode for tree
hashing. The memory requirements for tree hashing grow linearly with the tree height. To avoid
excluding low-end systems, the user can dene a maximum tree height Ym. For the same reason,
we made sequential hashing the default and tree hashing optional.
Many simple rounds. We considered many complications to Threesh|additional MIX op-
erations, a more complex key schedule, and so on|but in each case our analysis showed that
additional simple rounds was the better alternative. For example, consider a more complicated
MIX function. Going from three to ve operations per MIX makes the algorithm more secure,
but there's an additional 66% cost in clock cycles. We compared this change with increasing the
number of three-operation MIX rounds by 66%, and our analysis showed that adding additional
smaller rounds provided more security than making the MIX operations more complicated.
There are advantages to using many simple rounds. The resultant algorithm is easier to understand
and analyze. Implementations can be chosen to be small and slow by iterating every round, large
and fast by unrolling all rounds, or somewhere in between. Cryptographically, specic design
complications may protect against a particular type of attack|dierential [15], related-key [13, 49,
50], etc.|but adding more rounds has the advantage that it protects against almost all attacks and
thus almost always adds security. (Slide attacks [16, 17] are the exception.) This general principle
can be found again and again in block-cipher cryptanalysis: more rounds defeat attacks.
Maximum diusion. Looking back on the general trend in cryptanalytic attacks over the past
couple of decades, one aspect jumps out: they take advantage of insucient diusion. Dierential
attacks [15], linear attacks [68], and correlation attacks [24] are all based on the fact that the
diusion across the algorithm is uneven and incomplete. Similarly, the recent attacks against the
MD and SHA family of hash functions have at their core methods of exploiting insucient diusion
[14, 102, 54, 103, 104, 105, 54, 55, 56, 57, 99].
We designed Skein to maximize diusion at every level, and have dened the number of rounds to
be high enough to allow for many full diusions. Each input bit position aects every output bit
position in 10 rounds for Skein-512 (9 rounds for Skein-256 and 11 rounds for Skein-1024), so the
algorithm is specied with 7{8 full diusions. By comparison, AES-128 and Twosh have only 5
full diusions.
Simple CPU operations. Modern CPUs are super-scalar and can execute multiple instructions
in one clock cycle. To maximize this capability, an algorithm should only use simple operations
such as addition, XOR, rotation by a constant, and so on. As an added benet, these operations
are also ecient on smaller CPUs.
Skein does not use complex CPU operations such as multiplication, rotation by a variable number
of bits, or any of the multimedia extension instructions in various CPUs. These operations are
often expensive to implement in hardware and on smaller CPUs that do not provide direct support
for these operations. For example, the AES submissions Mars [20] and RC6 [92] used 32-bit
multiplication, which is ecient on large CPUs but quite expensive in hardware and on small CPUs.
We chose not to use the AES round function, which will be available as a hardware instruction on
many high-end CPUs starting in 2009 [39], for the same reason (and because older CPUs would
37have to rely on table lookups|see below).
No table lookups. Modern CPUs have multi-level memory cache systems that help the processor
run faster. Unfortunately, the current designs have a side-eect in that the memory access time that
one processor thread experiences is dependent on the memory locations accessed by other threads,
even if those other threads are in dierent processes. This provides a side channel [52]: one thread
receives information about what another thread is doing. There are practical attacks where one
thread can determine the cipher key used by another thread [88]. This is a potential problem for
an encryption algorithm running in software on a modern operating system. For example, AES has
been successfully cryptanalyzed using a side channel associated with its table lookups [11, 19].
Skein solves the problem by not using any table lookups at all.4 Or more precisely, Skein has no
table lookups whose address is not predictable in advance. A thread that uses a table of rotation
constants does not leak anything other than the fact that Skein is running. And that fact is already
known from the memory access pattern of the code itself.
Minimal loads and stores on reference platform. If an algorithm's internal state ts entirely
within the CPU's registers, the CPU can run at full speed. If, on the other hand, the internal state
exceeds the registers, any implementation has to perform loads and stores to move information
between the registers and memory. Memory accesses are relatively slow, and don't add any cryp-
tographic strength. Furthermore, in severe cases, they can provide a side channel to the attacker
[59, 60, 52].
An x64 CPU has 15 available 64-bit registers. Threesh-256 and Threesh-512 t comfortably
within these registers. Threesh-1024 requires 16 registers, so its performance suers a slightly
because it needs a few loads and stores every round.
Variable internal state. To be able to replace SHA-512, we needed a state size of at least 512
bits. On the other hand, some people hold that a hash function requires n-bit security against
collision attacks, which requires an internal state size of 2n.
There is a class of attacks that relies on internal collisions of the hash function (see Section 6.4).
For an n-bit state, these start to be relevant when the attacker can perform 2n=2 operations. At
worst, they limit the security level of the hash function to n=2 bits. For n = 512, a generic collision
attack requires 2n=2 = 2256 time, which is safe enough for any foreseeable application.
Note that if the internal state size is n bits and the output size is n bits, we have the following
undesirable property: A collision H(X) = H(Y ) between two messages X 6= Y of the same length
can be extended to a collision between longer messages (XjjZ) 6= (Y jjZ) by appending the same
string Z to both messages. This has been used in the past to turn random MD5 collisions into
meaningful ones [44, 28, 73, 62, 35, 100]. In a more general context, Joux [42] used the same
property to create huge multi-collisions very cheaply: a 2k-collision just needs time k  2n=2.
The main defense against that kind of attack is collision resistance|the adversary should be unable
to nd any collision at all. An output size of n  512 ought to be beyond hope for the adversary.
But it still would be desirable to provide a second line of defense. Even if one day nding collisions
turns out to be somehow feasible|as for MD5|exploiting that weakness for creating either multi-
collisions or meaningful collisions should remain infeasible. This requires us to increase the internal
state size, which is the core idea for the failure friendly \wide-pipe" design [66]. Thus, if we want
a 256-bit hash function to be failure friendly, we need 512 bits of internal state, and if we want a
failure-friendly 512-bit hash function, we need 1024 bits of internal state.
4There are software techniques for doing table lookups with xed memory access patterns, but these are so
inecient that they are very rarely used.
38In general, we regard the internal state size as the main security parameter for a hash function.
All versions of Skein support variable-sized outputs. We provide three dierent versions of Skein,
supporting three dierent internal state sizes:
 Skein-256, the low-end version, which we consider more than adequately secure for typical
applications, as one would expect from a well-designed plain 256-bit hash function.
 Skein-512, which we feel is suciently secure for essentially all applications. One can view
Skein-512 as a wide-pipe 256-bit hash function, or as a plain 512-bit hash function.
 Skein-1024, for users who specically require an exceptionally high level of security assurance.
We considered having a parameterized state size, but that creates considerable extra complication
for very little gain. For the same reason, we dismissed designing a variant with more than 1024
bits of internal state.
Flexibility. Hash functions are used in a dizzying variety of applications: digital signatures,
message authentication codes, key derivation, pseudo-random number generators, nonce generators,
integrity checkers, cookie generation, and so on. We wanted our hash function to have the exibility
to be securely used in these widely diverse ways.
8.2 General Design Decisions
These are the basic decisions we made in the design of Skein.
Stream design vs. block design. Roughly speaking, a stream design has a continuous churning
of the internal state and mixes in the message a little bit at a time, while a block design divides
the message into larger blocks and thoroughly mixes each block into the internal state in turn.
The commonly used hash functions, like the MD [90, 91] and SHA [77, 78, 80] families, are all
block designs. They have a block cipher at the core, and a mode of operation that turns the block
cipher into a hash function. Some of the newer hash function designs, such as RadioGat un [12],
are stream designs.
Block designs have the advantage of being easier to analyze than stream designs. Cryptanalysts
can leverage the knowledge, tools, and techniques they have developed over the years for analyzing
block ciphers. Analyzing stream constructions is harder. In the last decade, there have only been a
few serious proposals for stream hash functions, and relatively little work has been done in analyzing
them. Several of the basic tools of block cipher analysis do not apply to streaming modes. For
example, block ciphers are almost always analyzed in a reduced-round versions, and it is far harder
to design cryptanalytically useful reduced-strength versions of stream designs.
A stream-oriented hash function|such as one in the spirit of Helix [34] and Phelix [101]|could
perhaps be faster than a conventional hash function based on an internal block cipher. But the
additional speed|if any|might well be due to optimistic design decisions, lacking cryptanalytic
experience for stream designs. Perhaps new attack techniques are just waiting for their discovery?
For example, slide attacks are a well-understood tool for the cryptanalysis of block ciphers. But
until very recently, slide attacks had not been considered for the analysis of hash functions. The
authors of Grindahl [58], another recent stream-oriented hash function, were not aware of potential
slide attacks. It turned out that Grindahl can be attacked that way [38].
Given the current state of cryptanalysis, we feel that a block-oriented design is more conservative
and better suited for a new standard.
39Tweakable block cipher. Although block design is better understood, a number of attacks
against block-cipher-based hash functions directly attack the way that the hash functions process
message blocks. While we shied away from a streaming design, we understand that \streamingness"
is a desirable property. This led us towards using a tweakable block cipher. By directly constructing
our underlying cipher so that each output block is dierent|that a message block yields a dierent
result no matter where it is fed into the hash function|we produce \streamingness" while still
using a block cipher. Our proofs of security are extensions of existing proofs about block design.
Someone familiar with existing block ciphers can easily understand Skein as well as the security
claims.
Padding vs. counter. Hash functions need to ensure that he message length is somehow encoded
into the hash. Typically, this is done by appending the message length to the message [26]. Our
design uses a block counter rather than padding. The counter provides the same security as the
message length, but ensures that each message block is hashed in a unique way.
8.3 Threesh Design Decisions
This is the rationale behind the decisions we made in the design of Threesh.
SP network. Threesh uses an SP network [31] like AES [25, 79], rather than a Feistel network
[31] like DES [76] or Twosh [97]. An SP network has the advantage that it provides more inherent
parallelism, which modern CPUs can exploit with their superscalar architecture.
MIX function. Threesh's MIX function is derived from Helix [34] and Phelix [101]. Initially,
we had a more complex MIX function, with 2 adds, 2 XORs, and 4 rotations. The advantage of
a more complex mixing function is that x86 CPUs, which have only 7 usable 32-bit registers, can
load all of the function's inputs into registers and execute the entire MIX function without loads or
stores. However, our cryptographic analysis showed that more rounds of a simpler mixing function
are more secure, for a given number of CPU clock cycles.
Another candidate design included a MIX function with 3 add/XOR operations and 2 rotations, but
our performance measurements also showed that|contrary to what the documentation suggests|
the current generation of Intel CPUs can only perform one rotate operation per clock cycle. This
leads to a signicant speed penalty on x64 CPUs, so we abandoned it, in keeping with the principle
that more rounds more than made up for the simpler MIX function.
The current MIX function has 1 rotate and 2 add/XOR operations, which can be done in 1 clock
cycle (amortized) on the current generation of Intel CPUs.
The basic non-linearity comes from the mixing of addition modulo 264 and XOR. Add and XOR
are very similar at low Hamming weights (or low Hamming weight dierentials), but at average
Hamming weights they are very dierent. The good diusion of our design ensures that low
Hamming weight values or dierentials quickly diuse to average Hamming weights. With enough
rounds, our MIX function provides excellent nonlinearity and diusion.
Rotation constants. Our goal was to choose rotation constants that maximized diusion across
the entire cipher. We used a three-phase process to select the nal set.
In phase one, we selected candidate sets of rotation constants that maximized the Hamming weight
of a simplied version of Threesh. In this modied version, we replaced the addition and XOR
operations in the Threesh MIX function with the logical OR operation. We then generated
a random set of rotation constants and, using an all-zero plaintext, injected a single input bit
40dierence at each input bit location. After R rounds, we measured the minimum Hamming weight
of each of the N output words across all input dierence locations. If the Hamming weight value
was less than a threshold W, we rejected the rotation set and randomly chose another. If it was
greater than or equal to W, we saved it for phase two.
We selected values of R and W empirically based on the block size. The general idea was to choose
values that were at the knee of the diusion curve. In other words, if we chose R to be too small,
then all rotation sets looked alike. If we chose R to be too large, then the minimum Hamming
weight quickly reached 64 bits. Similarly, if we chose W to be too small, then all rotation sets
passed; and if we chose W to be too large, none passed. After some experimentation, we settled
on the (R;W) sets of (8;61), (8;47), and (9;51) for Threesh-256, -512, and -1024, respectively.
Our search algorithm used a hill-climbing algorithm, initially accepting rotation constant sets with
Hamming weight metric (W  4) and then trying to modify pairs of rotation constants in the set to
walk up to the value W, and beyond, if possible. In our random selections, we rejected any rotation
constants with value 0, +1, and  1, since the add and XOR operations in the MIX function already
provided diusion to adjacent bits.
Phase one was very useful as an initial lter because it was much faster than running the actual
Threesh rounds, primarily because this metric is rotationally invariant. That is, we actually ran
the diusion test using only a single bit dierence position per word, which sped up this phase by a
factor of 64. We could also have used XOR instead of logical OR here, but the former would have
included cancellations and hidden the true diusion rate of a candidate set of rotation constants,
so we felt that using OR was a better choice.
In phase two, we took all the sets of rotation constants collected in the rst phase. We selected K
random plaintexts and injected a small dierence pattern in each possible input bit location, using
the actual Threesh round function. We chose K to be 1024: small enough to run fairly quickly,
but large enough to grade the rotation sets with reasonable probability.
At each bit position, we used an input dierence pattern of up to three bits, with a nonzero
dierence in the rst bit; i.e, the bit patterns 001, 011, 101, and 111. We generated a histogram for
each output bit as to whether that bit changed for each input dierence, after R rounds, ignoring
the key injection. For example, in Threesh-512 this meant that the histogram had an array of
512x512 (256K) entries. We generated separate histograms for each input dierence bit pattern,
for a total of four dierent histograms per rotation constant set.
For a truly random function, the expected value for each histogram entry would be K=2 with a
binomial distribution. Of course, with these small values of R the function is not truly random, but
the goal was simply to choose a reasonable metric to grade the sets of rotation constants. For each
set of rotation constants, we computed the minimum value, called Hmin, across all four histograms,
for K plaintexts. We retained the Nf rotations sets with maximum Hmin value as \nalists" to
use in phase three, with Nf = 16.
For each set of rotation constants selected in the rst phase, the set of rotation constants generated
by scaling by any xed odd integer (mod 64) also has the same Hamming weight properties in the
simplied OR-only version of Threesh. Therefore, in the second phase, we also tested all 32 such
scaled versions for the best Hmin value.
In phase three, we re-graded the Nf nalist sets of rotation constants using larger values of K|
4096, 8192, and 16,384|to minimize the expected statistical sampling error. Based on the relative
rankings of the rotation constant sets in phase three, we chose the winner. In the case of Threesh-
256, choosing the winner was somewhat arbitrary, as there were several leading contenders with
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We ran this three-phase selection process for all three Threesh block sizes. The overall run time
for the search was 2{3 days on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU running in 64-bit mode, though this was
actually split up and run on separate CPUs for the separate block sizes, to minimize elapsed time.
A copy of our search program is available on the Skein website, along with the resulting search log
les, so anyone can duplicate and verify our work.
Word Permutation. Threesh's word permutations|one for each block size|were chosen to
have the following properties:
 Each input word dierence can aect all output words after only dlog2(N)e rounds, where
N = 4=8=16.
 The period of the permutation must be a divisor of 8, so that the round function can be
nicely looped after two key injections.
In fact, all three word permutations have a period of 2 or 4. This means that after four
iterations of (), all the words are back where they started. Thus, software implementations
that implement () by merely using dierent registers in each round can loop after four rounds
without having to add the overhead of a word shue to the end of the loop.
 Even words are permuted with even words, and odd words with odd words. Due to the
asymmetry between even and odd words after only one mixing step, this property was found
to maximize diusion. This means that there are ((N=2)!)2 possible permutations.
We believe that any permutation that satises these properties is good for Threesh. We performed
an exhaustive search|up to renaming the words|and found two permutations each for N =
4;8;16. Table 3 list the ones we chose for Threesh, and Table 20 lists the other|not chosen|
permutations.
i =
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
4 2 1 0 3
Nw = 8 0 5 2 7 6 3 4 1
16 2 1 4 9 6 15 0 3 10 13 12 11 14 7 8 5
Table 20: Alternate values for (i).
Rounds and cycles. Threesh has an unusual design face that, like Mars [20], does not inject
the key every round. Key injections are on a separate schedule of a \cycle" of four rounds.
Like other features of Threesh, this comes from our core principle that adding rounds is usually
the best way to strengthen a cipher. Hence, for Threesh-256 and -512, a variant with 60 rounds
and a 2-round cycle would run approximately as fast as the 72 rounds and the 4-round cycle we
nally chose. Similarly, the 80 rounds and the 4-round cycle for Threesh-1024 are approximately
as fast as a variant with 66 rounds and a 2-round cycle would be. This is a trade-o that we needed
to make: number of full diusions versus number of key injections.
We examined cycle sizes of 4, 6, and 8 rounds (there were no suitable word permutations with
period 5 or 10) and with a number of rounds from 64 to 96 total rounds, always in some integral
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8-round cycles.
Various related-key attack methods typically get one or two cycles for free (with a zero dierential)
and attacks on 3{4 cycles are relatively easy to construct. The 8-round variant has only 10 cycles;
this leads to attacks on a signicant fraction of the cipher. The advantage of 4-round cycles is that
related-key attacks get fewer free rounds and are not nearly as successful.
We kept the rotation constants on their own cycle of 8 rounds because it comes at no performance
cost, and forces cryptanalysis to nd a repeating characteristic that ows through 8 rounds rather
than 4.
Number of rounds. The number of rounds represents a balance among several dierent consid-
erations: the number of key injections, the number of full diusions, and the ratio of input bits
to output bits. That last consideration may need some explanation. Looking at Skein generally,
the hash function uses Threesh as a compression function: plaintext bits plus key bits plus tweak
bits compress into output bits. The number of input bits determines the attacker's degrees of
freedom, and the attacker also gets to control the output bits (at least for pseudo-collision, pseudo-
pre-image, and pseudo-second-preimage attacks). A large ratio of input to output bits helps the
attacker. Threesh-256 has a 2.5-to-1 ratio, Threesh-512 has a 2.25-to-1 ratio, and Threesh-1024
has a 2.125-to-1 ratio. This is why the number of rounds of Skein-256 isn't less than the number
of rounds of Skein-512. Skein-1024 has more rounds because full diusion is one round slower.
The current number of rounds is intentionally conservative. We will continue to evaluate Threesh
and Skein, even after the submission deadline, and may revise the number of rounds either upwards
or downwards, depending on the results of our analysis.
Key schedule. Most key schedules are complicated, and require many clock cycles to set up. This
doesn't matter when encrypting large blocks of text, but hurts performance considerably when
encrypting small messages, or when changing key for every block, as UBI does. And, as always, a
more complex key schedule means fewer rounds, from the security-per-clock-cycle principle.
The Threesh key schedule was inspired by Skipjack [85]. The Skipjack key schedule uses the bytes
of a 10-byte key in order, cyclically. We found the simplicity very attractive. The Threesh key
schedule is slightly more complicated than that, but it is still very simple compared to other block
ciphers.
Our key schedule has the following properties:
 Given any subkey, it is possible to extract the full key for a known tweak and subkey number.
 Given any subkey, it is possible to extract the full tweak for a known key and subkey number.
 Given any two consecutive subkeys, it is possible to extract the full key, tweak, and subkey
number.
 In a dierential related-key attack, the distance between zero subkey dierences is at least
seven subkeys.
 The subkey values do not repeat with low period.
 The minimal repeat period for subkey dierences is three.
 The key schedule can be implemented in a loop eciently, without special branches or case
statements based on the subkey number.
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plicated. Given the redundancy in the extended key and tweak, it is possible to recover the least
signicant bit of each key word, tweak word, and the subkey number. This knowledge provides all
the carries going into the next bit position, which allows the recovery of the next bit of each value.
Subkey counter. The subkey counter prevents slide attacks [16, 17] and any other attacks based
on identical subkeys. It also destroys any word-rotational symmetry in the cipher.
Back doors. Threesh and Skein have no back doors. We understand that the super-paranoid
might wonder if the rotation constants were selected so as to create a cipher with a back door in
it. To assuage those fears, we have made public the program that generated the rotation constants
for anyone to run and verify.
Ultimately, although there is no way to disprove this paranoia, we can oer the following rationale.
One of the things that we know mathematically is that a block cipher with an invisible back door
is equivalent to" a public-key algorithm. If we had created a public-key encryption algorithm that
had 512 bits of security and ran twice as fast as AES, we wouldn't be secretly using it as a block
cipher. Instead, we'd be revolutionizing public-key cryptography.
8.4 UBI Design
UBI is a variation of the cascade construction [6] built upon a compression function constructed
out of a tweakable block cipher.
Matyas-Meyer-Oseas. We chose Matyas-Meyer-Oseas [67] over Davies-Meyer [74, 89] to simplify
the mathematical security arguments. We can prove that the compression function is a PRF,
assuming that the block cipher is a PRP|a standard assumption on a block cipher.
Less formally, Matyas-Meyer-Oseas is desirable because the primary attack model for a hash func-
tion allows the attacker to choose the data input. In Davies-Meyer mode, this corresponds to a
chosen-key attack on the block cipher. In UBI, this corresponds to a chosen-plaintext attack. The
cryptographic community has a great deal of experience protecting block ciphers against chosen-
plaintext attacks, but less experience in the area of chosen-key attacks. For a new standard, it is
always preferable to stay with what you know.
This is even clearer when we look at attacks on the underlying block cipher. Dierential attacks are
probably the most important class of attacks to consider. In UBI, a dierence in a data block leads
to a dierence in each round. With Davies-Meyer, a dierence can be canceled out at one subkey
and reintroduced at a subsequent one; it could even happen repeatedly in one block. This gives
the dierential a free pass through some of the rounds, which is highly undesirable. It also makes
it much harder to provide a useful estimate for the upper bound of a dierential characteristic.
Tweak. The purpose of the tweak is to make each block operation in Skein unique. Dierent
Skein input elds use dierent eld types in the modier, and dierent blocks within one eld use
a dierent position value.
First and nal ags. These ags exist primarily to support our proofs of security and to simplify
the security properties of UBI. As dened, Skein would be secure without these ags.
It is possible, however, to create a collision in UBI without the First ag: the hash of a two-block
message, M1;M2, collides with a hash of M2 and an appropriate tweak value. This collision could
not occur in Skein, as the tweak value is dened in such a way as to not permit it. But UBI
has potential applications outside of Skein, and we consider it safer to dene it for more general
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Maximum message length. Skein is dened for messages up to 296   1 bytes, or 64 kilo-tera-
terabytes, long. We consider this length to be long enough for the foreseeable future, and have
reserved 16 bits of the tweak for future use, instead of increasing the maximum message length to
2112   1 bytes.
8.5 Optional Argument System
Conguration block. The best way to think of the conguration block is as a method of com-
puting the starting value for the chaining state. Other hash function families do the same thing;
for example, SHA-384 is identical to SHA-512, except that the starting value is dierent and the
output is truncated. Rather than dene a large number of random-looking starting values, we
compute them using the conguration block.
Output transformation. Originally we applied the output transformation only if the output size
was larger than the state size. Unfortunately, without the output transform, you can construct two
messages M and M0 such that H(M)H(M0) is the same as the XOR of the last blocks of M and
M0. (A similar property has recently been described for SHA-1 [95].) This violates the requirement
that the hash function behave like a random mapping.
We chose the simplest solution to this problem: always apply the output transformation. This both
increases robustness and makes our security proofs easier, but it halves Skein's speed for hashing
small messages. We looked at many other solutions, such as applying a half-block xed padding
to the message. This solution made the obvious construction for the XOR-property not work, but
it felt like a hack and we were not convinced that it addressed any still-undiscovered variations of
that attack. We decided to accept the performance penalty and chose a solution that addressed all
our concerns.
In most real-world applications, the application's own per-message overhead is already signicant,
and often larger than the cost of hashing a short message. Thus, the overhead of the output trans-
formation does not decrease the practical throughput as much as one would think. The exceptions
are applications like IPsec hardware, where short-message performance is very important.
The output transformation is a one-way function, which isolates the output from the last point a
user-chosen value aects the computation: the feed-forward of the last message block.
Multiple optional arguments. Cryptosystems use hash functions for a plethora of purposes.
This agility requirement creates an added challenge for hash function design. Developers will use
the same hash function for radically dierent purposes, and|as time goes on|they will invent new
ways to use that same hash function. As cryptographers, we can caution developers to only use a
hash function in certain specic ways, or not to use it for multiple purposes, but our experience
shows that it doesn't work in practice. A better alternative is to design a hash function assuming
that it will be used and abused.
Skein's system of optional arguments addresses this by letting the user specify the purpose of the
hash function, and encoding that specication into the hash function itself, to make it unique for
that purpose. Thus, Skein-for-signatures is a slightly dierent hash function than Skein-for-key-
derivation or Skein-for-MACs. The nonce argument also allows for building randomized hashing
into the core of the hash function, which will be a boon for anyone using Skein for Tripwire-like data
integrity systems [53]. A given host that computes le hashes can make those hashes unique for
that host, something that makes the attacker's job that much harder. (Of course, the application
45could also use the MAC mode and use MACs rather than hashes to check the integrity of the data.)
We also allow for these optional arguments to be combined. A cryptosystem can directly use the
nonce along with public-key specialization.
We believe that this is an important innovation in Skein's design. We turn a source of unease about
the way cryptographic engineers use hash functions into a strength. Every purpose served by the
hash function creates a unique hash function. Additionally, engineers can trivially create their own
personalized hash functions, and be assured of its cryptographic integrity.
Skein can be generalized to allow the arguments in any order, or allow the same argument type to be
used multiple times. Although interesting from a theoretical point of view, such exibility is likely
to lead to confusion and lack of interoperability between dierent implementations and applications
of Skein. Furthermore, such generalizations would aect the security proofs, and require careful
analysis.
Key input. The most logical place for processing the key input would be somewhere after the
conguration block. However, we chose to always process the key rst to make our security proofs
simpler.
The security analysis is in two parts. The rst UBI call maps the key into a chaining state.
Assuming that UBI behaves like a random mapping (which we already require), this maps the key
into a secret chaining state. From that point on, the chaining state is a key, and always goes into
the key input of the Threesh block cipher. This uses the block cipher exactly as a normal block
cipher is used: with a secret key and public plaintext. This simplies the security proofs and allows
them to use standard block cipher security assumptions.
9 Preliminary Cryptanalysis of Threesh and Skein
Our Skein analysis concentrates on the security of the compression function|primarily, security
against pseudo-collisions and pseudo-second-preimages|and on the security of the Threesh block
cipher. If it isn't possible to nd a pseudo-collision for the compression function, it's likewise not
possible to nd a collision for the hash function. Similarly, it's not possible to nd preimages,
second preimages, and near misses.
Furthermore, our security analysis focuses on XOR-dierential characteristics. Other algorithms
that make use of these operations|for example, Helix [34] and Phelix [101]|have proved vulnerable
to dierential cryptanalysis based on XOR dierences [75, 86, 87, 106].
We stress that the designers of a cryptosystem are not the best ones qualied to analyze their
own cryptosystem for potential weaknesses. By documenting our eort in analyzing Skein and
Threesh5, we hope to inspire further cryptanalysis.
9.1 Pseudo-Near-Collisions for the Skein-256 Compression Function Reduced
to Eight Rounds
Consider eight rounds (two cycles) of the Threesh-256 block cipher. Before the rst round, after
round 4, and after round 8, a subkey is added. Table 21 gives an overview of these three subkeys.
The values Ki are the key words, and Ti the tweak words. K is the XOR of all the key words and
5Of course, there was much more internal cryptanalysis on preliminary and alternate versions of Threesh, UBI,
and Skein. While it was useful to guide our design decisions, most of it is irrelevant for the current version.
46subkey injected word 0 word 1 word 2 word 3
rst before round 1 K0 K1 + T0 K2 + T1 K3 + h0i
second after round 4 K1 K2 + T1 K3 + T (K  C5) + h1i
third after round 8 K2 K3 + T (K  C5) + T0 K0 + h2i
Table 21: The rst three subkeys of of the Threesh-256 key schedule.
similarly, T is the XOR of both tweak words. C5 is a xed constant, and hii is the current round
constant.
Assume we chose two key/tweak pairs:
((K0;K1;K2;K3);(T0;T1)) 6= ((K0
0;K0
1;K0
2;K0
3);(T0
0;T0
1))
such that there is no dierence in the second subkey|the one added after round 4. This implies
K1 = K0
1; K2 + T1 = K0
2 + T0
1; K3 + (T0  T1) = K0
3 + (T0
0  T0
1);
and
(K0  K1  K2  K3  C5) + 0:::0001 = (K0
0  K0
1  K0
2  K0
3  C5) + 0:::0001:
Now dene  = 1000:::0, i.e., the dierence is isolated in the most signicant bit. In this case,
dierences propagate under addition exactly as under XOR, i.e., in the context of a dierential
attack, the distinction between \+" and \" disappears. Set
K0  K0
0 = ; K2  K0
2 = ; T1  T0
1 = ; T0  T0
0 = ;
and
K1 = K0
1; K3 = K0
3:
In this case, the dierence in the rst subkey is (;;0;0), and the dierence in the third subkey is
(;0;;).
Choose a pair of messages with the same dierence as in the rst subkey; i.e., (;;0;0). All the
dierences in message and subkey cancel out, so we have some kind of a local collision, which
propagates through rounds 1 to 4. After round 4, the second subkey is injected, with a zero
dierence of its own. Thus, the local collision propagates further to round 8. Then, nally, a
subkey with a nonzero dierence is injected, and the local collision breaks apart, leaving a dierence
(;0;;) in the state. This is the output of our block cipher (namely, Threesh-256, reduced to
eight rounds). The chaining mode of Skein requires us to XOR the message to the nal block
cipher output Hi := C(Hi 1;Ti;Mi) := block cipherHi 1;Ti(Mi)  Mi. So the output dierence
of the compression function (using eight rounds of Threesh-256 as the underlying block cipher)
is (0;;;). As  = 1000:::0, all these dierences appear with probability one. This gives the
attacker a near-collision with Hamming dierence three: all the output bits of our reduced-round
compression function are the same, except for exactly three bits, which remain dierently.
One can generalize this attack probabilistically, for some  6= 1000:::0, as long as the Hamming
weight of the 63 least signicant bits of  remains low.
Additionally, we get another near pseudo-collision|actually an even better one with Hamming
dierence 2|by setting
K2  K0
2 = ; T1  T0
1 = ; K3  K0
3 = ;
47and
K1 = K0
1; T0 = T0
0; K0 = K0
0:
In this case, the dierence in the rst subkey is (0;0;0;), and the dierence in the third subkey is
(;0;0;0). This is the output dierence after eight rounds of Threesh-256. Note that the Hamming
weight of the dierence is one, for  = 1000:::0. Applying the chaining mode then doubles the
Hamming weight; the dierence is now (;0;0;).
Note that the above pseudo-near-collision attack did actually allow the adversary to arbitrar-
ily choose two dierent triples (Tweak, Chaining-Value, Message) and (Tweak0, Chaining-Value0,
Message0) with a certain dierence. The attack even works if one triple (Tweak, Chaining-Value,
Message) has been xed in advance. So this isn't just a near pseudo-collision, it even is a near
pseudo-second-preimage.
9.2 Pseudo-Near-Collisions for Eight Rounds of the Skein-512 and -1024 Com-
pression Functions
It is straightforward to apply the same attack principles to the Skein-512 and Skein-1024 compres-
sion functions:
 Choose key and tweak dierences such that there is a zero dierence in the second subkey.
 Choose the dierence of the rst subkey as the message dierence, to get a local collision for
the rst eight rounds, excluding the key addition. If our dierences are in the most signicant
bit only, the local collision occurs with probability one.
After the key addition and the message addition, we get some near-collision, excactly as for Skein-
256.
Set N = 4 for Skein-256, N = 8 for Skein-512, and N = 16 for Skein-1024. Set  = 1000:::0. We
can choose
KN 1 + K0
N 1 = ; KN 2 + K0
N 2 = ; and T1 + T0
1 = ;
and
Ki = K0i fori 2 f0;:::;N   3g; and T0 = T0
0:
This gives the subkeys added before the rst round the dierences
(0;0;0;); (0;0;0;0;0;0;0;); (0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;);
for Skein-256, -512, and -1024, respectively. Similarly, the subkey dierences after round eight are
(;0;0;0); (0;0;0;0;;0;0;0); (0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;;0;0;0):
With message dierences
(0;0;0;); (0;0;0;0;0;0;0;); (0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;);
we get an 8-round local collision, with probability one. This local collision is nally destroyed by
the key addition after round 8. Tthe output-dierence after eight rounds of either Threesh-256,
Threesh-512, or Threesh-1024 has Hamming weight 1, and after applying the chaining mode, the
corresponding near-pseudo-collision for the compression function of Skein-256, -512, or -1024 has
Hamming weight 2.
48In any case, this attack on the compression functions of Skein-512 and Skein-1024 is more than
just a near-pseudo-collision attack: One can x one triple (Tweak, Chaining-Value, Message) in
advance, thus implying a near-pseudo-second-preimage attack.
9.3 Related-Key Attacks for the Threesh Block Cipher
Now we consider the Threesh block cipher on its own, disregarding the chaining mode. Recall
that by choosing appropriate dierences in tweak, cipher key, and message, we were able to get
an output dierence with Hamming weight 1, after eight rounds of any variant of the Threesh
block cipher, including the key addition. In a related-key attack on tweakable block ciphers, the
key is secret, but the adversary can choose tweak and message at will. In our case, by making just
two related-key queries with the appropriate dierences in tweak and message, the adversary can
predict the some ciphertext dierence with high probability|even with probability one.
In contrast to attacking the compression function, attacking the block cipher itself extends nicely
to a couple of additional rounds. Since we are able to predict a low-Hamming-weight dierence
after round eight of Threesh, we can probabilistically predict the dierential behavior for a few
more additional rounds, even under an unknown key. We will rst consider distinguishing attacks,
and then deal with key recovery.
9.3.1 Empirical Observations: Rounds 9 to 24 of Threesh-256
If we have a Hamming-weight-one dierence after round eight, including the key addition, what
will be the dierences in the next few rounds? Consider the following experiment: Generate a pair
of triples (Key, Tweak, Message), each pair consisting of
 a random key K, a random tweak T, and
 a random message M
and
 a key K0 and a tweak T0 such that the dierence to (K;T) in the rst subkey is (0;0;0;),
the dierence in the second subkey (added after round four) is (0;0;0;0), and the dierence
in the third subkey is (;0;0;0), and
 a message M0 with the dierence (0;0;0;) to M.
This is precisely the setting for the eight-round local collision and the dierence (;0;0;0) after-
wards. We assume  = 1000:::0.
Write Wr
w;b 2 f0;1g for b-th bit in word Wr
w, where (Wr
0;:::;Wr
3) is the output after r rounds
of encrypting M under the key K and the tweak T. Similarly, for the r-round encryption of M0
under K0 and T0, write (W0)r
w;b 2 f0;1g. In any case, b 2 f0;:::;63g and, for Threesh-256,
w 2 f0;1;2;3g.
For Threesh-256, Martin Kausche [45] repeated the experiment twenty million times (20,000,000
 224:25), thus generating twenty million pairs
 
(Wr
0;Wr
1;Wr
2;Wr
3); ((W0)r
0;(W0)r
1;(W0)r
2;(W0)r
3)

49for each r 2 f9;10;:::;24g. He then counted how often the individual bits in in Wr
w;b and (W0)r
w;b
were the same, thus estimating the probabilities
pe
w;b = Prob[Wr
w;b = (W0)r
w;b]
for each word w 2 f0;1;2;3g and each bit b 2 f0;:::;63g. Note that if r rounds of Threesh did
behave like an ideal cipher (aka \Shannon cipher"), all these probabilities should be 0.5. We dene
the \bias" by jpr
b;w   0:5j. Table 22 summarizes some of the results. For each round r, the table
describes the coordinates w and b of one bit with maximum bias and the actual probability of that
bit. (Note that there may be other bits with the same bias.) The table also gives the number of
bits with \large" bias for each round; i.e., the number of bits with a bias exceeding 10%, 5%, 1%,
and 0.1%, respectively. The table also gives the average bias, over all the 256 bits considered.
round maximum bias at prob. # bits with bias average bias
r word w bit b pr
w;b > 0:1 > 0:05 > 0:01 > 0.001
9 0 0 1.00000 256 256 256 256 0.50000
10 0 0 1.00000 256 256 256 256 0.50000
11 0 0 1.00000 254 254 254 254 0.49218
12 0 0 1.00000 245 245 245 245 0.45322
13 0 0 1.00000 216 223 223 223 0.34278
14 2 2 0.00418 147 175 188 188 0.17837
15 2 1 0.97631 37 60 114 132 0.04378
16 0 1 0.38875 1 1 18 55 0.00285
17 2 0 0.52350 0 0 1 3 0.00020
18 3 17 0.49969 0 0 0 0 0.00009
19 3 35 0.49971 0 0 0 0 0.00009
20 0 43 0.49961 0 0 0 0 0.00009
21 0 15 0.50037 0 0 0 0 0.00009
22 0 14 0.49968 0 0 0 0 0.00008
23 1 9 0.50032 0 0 0 0 0.00010
24 2 19 0.50033 0 0 0 0 0.00008
Table 22: Empirical results for Threesh-256 [45], sample size 20,000,000 pairs.
At the beginning, everything is deterministic|all the bits have bias 0.5; i.e., either pr
w;b = 1:0 or
pr
w;b = 0:0. From round 11 on, the number of highly biased bits quickly declines. After round 18
and later, the statistical noise dominates the bias observed.
Thus, there is a very simple distinguisher for 17 rounds of Threesh-256, in the context of a related-
key chosen-tweak chosen-plaintext attack: Choose a few thousand input pairs with the appropriate
dierences. For each such pair, count how often bit 0 in word 2 of the two outputs is the same. For
17 rounds of Threesh-256, these two output bits should be the same for about 52% of all pairs.
For a random permutation, these two bits should be the same for just 50% of all pairs.
Instead of counting Wr
w;b(W0)r
w;b, for r = 17 and some \good" w;b, we could search for correlations
between Wr
w;b  (W0)r
w;b and Wr
w;b0  (W0)r
w;b0 for some \good" w;b;b0. We did not study that
approach in detail, but it might be possible to get a distinguisher even for 18 rounds of Threesh-
256 that way.
One could also try to counter the noise by greatly inreasing the sample size, theoretically to more
than 2250 pairs. This could, perhaps, push the distinguisher a little further. We did not consider
50such huge sample sizes, however, since these would not be useful for the key recovery attacks we
consider in Section 9.3.3.
9.3.2 Empirical Observations: Rounds 9 to 24 of Threesh-512 and Threesh-1024
For Threesh-512 and Threesh-1024, we can perform essentially the same experiment we did for
Threesh-256. That is, we choose tweak, key and message such that we get a local collision in the
rst eight rounds, excluding the key addition. The key addition injects
dierence (0;0;0;0;;0;0;0) (for Threesh-512)
and
dierence (0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;;0;0;0) (for Threesh-1024);
which then becomes the dierence before round nine. As above,  = 1000:::0, and everything up
to round nine happens with probability one. Martin Kausche [45] did repeat these two experiments
20 million times for each Threesh-512 and Threesh-1024, and computed pr
w;b for rounds r 2
f9;:::;24g, b 2 f0;:::;63g and w 2 f0;:::N   1g, with N = 8 for Threesh-512 and N = 16 for
Threesh-1024. Tables 23 and 24 summarize the main results.
round maximum bias at prob. # bits with bias average bias
r word w bit b pr
w;b > 0:1 > 0:05 > 0:01 > 0.001
9 0 0 1.00000 512 512 512 512 0.50000
10 0 0 1.00000 512 512 512 512 0.50000
11 0 0 1.00000 510 510 510 510 0.49609
12 0 0 1.00000 501 501 501 501 0.47666
13 0 0 1.00000 462 466 466 466 0.39772
14 0 42 0.99999 366 389 402 403 0.25770
15 2 1 0.00963 141 197 256 278 0.07316
16 4 0 0.06533 7 21 65 100 0.00723
17 0 4 0.49655 0 0 0 4 0.00011
18 6 59 0.50036 0 0 0 0 0.00009
19 6 32 0.50031 0 0 0 0 0.00009
20 2 58 0.50036 0 0 0 0 0.00009
21 2 49 0.50033 0 0 0 0 0.00008
22 7 10 0.49957 0 0 0 0 0.00009
23 7 60 0.49959 0 0 0 0 0.00009
24 5 53 0.50031 0 0 0 0 0.00009
Table 23: Empirical Results for Threesh-512 [45], sample size 20,000,000 pairs.
These tables conrm that Threesh-512 diuses slightly slower than Threesh-256, and Threesh-
1024 diuses slightly slower than Threesh-512. For Threesh-512, nevertheless, the statistical
noise dominates the bias after round 18, as was the case for Threesh-256. Threesh-1024 needs
one additional round: the bias is lost in the noise after round 19. Similarly to Threesh-256,
it may be possible to penetrate one additional round by considering correlations between output
bits. Thus, there may be a simple distinguisher for 18 rounds of Threesh-512 and 19 rounds of
Threesh-1024.
51round maximum bias at prob. # bits with bias average bias
r word w bit b pr
w;b > 0:1 > 0:05 > 0:01 > 0.001
9 0 0 1.00000 1024 1024 1024 1024 0.50000
10 0 0 1.00000 1024 1024 1024 1024 0.50000
11 0 0 1.00000 1022 1022 1022 1022 0.49805
12 0 0 1.00000 1013 1013 1013 1013 0.48829
13 0 0 1.00000 981 981 981 981 0.45041
14 0 0 1.00000 869 900 907 914 0.35832
15 9 0 1.00000 598 670 743 772 0.20242
16 0 1 0.97589 148 232 381 461 0.04239
17 10 1 0.70448 5 8 31 87 0.00173
18 6 0 0.48980 0 0 1 2 0.00010
19 3 13 0.50040 0 0 0 0 0.00009
20 7 15 0.50040 0 0 0 0 0.00009
21 3 32 0.50033 0 0 0 0 0.00009
22 4 53 0.49965 0 0 0 0 0.00009
23 3 56 0.50037 0 0 0 0 0.00009
24 9 43 0.50039 0 0 0 0 0.00009
Table 24: Empirical Results for Threesh-1024 [45], sample size 20,000,000 pairs.
9.3.3 Key Recovery Attacks
The core idea for our key recovery attacks is as follows:
1. Assume a simple distinguisher for r rounds of the block cipher. Here, \simple" means that
a certain property that allows us to distinguish r rounds of the cipher from random, only
depends on one or two bits of a single word Wr
2 of the output after round r. Using that
property, we can make t related-key chosen-tweak chosen-plaintext queries to distinguish r
rounds of our cipher from a random permutation.
2. Partial decryption: Attack r + s rounds of the cipher, for s as large as possible. Assume a
key addition after r + s rounds. For the attack, we guess k bits of the nal round key, and
partially decrypt all the 2t ciphertexts, such that we get all those bits of word Wr, which are
needed to apply the simple distinguisher.
3. Apply the simple distinguisher. Sort out most of the false key guesses.
4. Exhaustively search the remaining key space.
Note that t is the number of ciphertext pairs and k is the number of round key bits to be guessed.
Thus, the number of partial decryptions is 2t  2k. In our current context, k will be close to the
full key size, which implies that t cannot be overly large.
We start with 20 rounds of Threesh-256, assuming the simple distinguisher for 18 rounds, which
we considered as \possible" in Section 9.3.1. For concreteness, assume our simple distinguisher
after round 18 deals with, say, word W18
1
6. See Figure 11.
6Observe that the word W
18
1 depends on the words W
20
w and Kw for w 2 f0;2;3g and on X. Hence, when given
the intermediate value X, neither W
20
1 nor K1 is needed to determine W
18
1 .
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Figure 11: Simplied representation of rounds 19 and 20 of Threesh-256, including the key addition
after round 20.
The bth bit W18
1;0 of W1 only depends on the key words K0;K2;K3 and on the least signicant b
bits of the intermediate variable X. For i 2 f0;:::;bg, changing Xb i changes W18
1;b with probability
2 b. Similarly, changing K1;(b c i j) mod 64 only aects the bit Xb i with at most the probability
2 j. Thus, given b and c, it is easy to decide which bits of K1 are statistically relevant and
must be guessed, and which bits of K1 can safely be neglected. Hence, we can employ our simple
distinguisher to sort out most of the false guesses. This provides a key recovery attack for 20 rounds
of Threesh-256.
For related reasons, we also don't need to guess all the bits of K0, K2 or K3. We anticipate that
it suces to guess between 50% and 75% of all the 256 round key bits.
Threesh-512 and Threesh-1024 use longer keys, thus allowing an attack to spend more time
without being slower than an exhaustive key search. We can exploit that to go beyond 20 rounds.
To analyze attacking any variant of Threesh with r rounds, where r mod 4 6= 0, we require
an additional key addition after the nal round. Otherwise, the nal r mod 4 rounds could be
trivially inverted, without knowing the key, and we could eectively attack r   (r mod 4) rounds.
In the remainder of Section 9.3.3, we consider attacks on 21 rounds of Threesh-512 and 23 rounds
of Threesh-1024, with a key addition after the nal round. We assume that we can undo or
neglect the \regular" key addition after round 20. Without this assumption, analyzing the partial
decryption step becomes tricky.
 Threesh-512: Assume the same kind of \possible" distinguisher as above, for 18 rounds.
Guess most of the nal round key, which is added after round 21. Partially decrypt rounds
21 to 19, and apply the distinguishing property to sort out false key guesses.
 Threesh-1024: Assume a \possible" distinguisher for 19 rounds of Threesh-1024, partially
decrypt rounds 23 to 20, and apply that distinguisher.
539.3.4 Pushing the Attack Further: Prepending Four Additional Rounds
To push the attack any further, we will look at the rst few rounds of Threesh. In other words,
we do the following:
 Apply the above attack (on 20 rounds of Threesh-256, 21 rounds of Threesh-512, and 23
rounds of Threesh-1024). But instead of starting with the rst round, i.e., with round 0, we
start with round 4 now.
 To bridge the rst four rounds, try an appropriate message dierence as the input for round
0, which will get the input dierence D5 for round 5 that we need. (In our case, for any of
the three Variants, this is D4 = (0;:::;0;) with  = 1000:::0 2 f0;1g64).
 We cannot expect a probability-one approach here|even the best plaintext dierence D0
would only turn into the required dierence D4 with some probability p0;:::;3. Thus, the
values our distinguisher sees will be much more noisy. To compensate for the additional
noise, we will have to increase the sample size by approximately a factor of 1=p2
0;:::;3. That is,
if we needed  samples before, we now need =p2
0;:::;3.
In other words, we need a good four-round dierential characteristic with the output dierence
D4 = (0;:::;0;), which is then turned into an eight-round local collision from round 4 to round
11.
Consider a a single round of Threesh. If we want a specic dierence Di after round i, we can
run round i backwards; in other words, in decryption direction, to compute some dierence Di 1
before round i. To analyze this attack, we need to estimate
 the probability p(Di 1 ! Di) that two random inputs to round i with dierence Di 1 produce
any two outputs with dierence Di, and
 the dierence Di 1 to maximize p(Di 1 ! Di).
We are only interested in a crude estimate of that probability. We will use the local Hamming
weights to derive that estimate. Recall our MIX operation:
Mixc(A;B) = (A + B;(B <<< c)  (A + B):
If the Hamming weight is low, a good heuristic is to assume that the addition behaves exactly
like the XOR operation. Assume Mixc(A;B) = (X;Y ), and write a, b, x, and y for the Hamming
weights associated to A, B, X, and Y , respectively. For our crude estimate, we will apply the
following three rules:
1. a = y + 2x.
2. b = x + y.
3. The dierential probability is  2 x y.
Below, we will focus on Threesh-256, but we believe that this approach gives the adversary an
additional four rounds for any of the three variants of Threesh.
54Our target output dierence is of the form (0;0;0;), with Hamming weight 1. The target output
for the MIX operations in the nal round are (0;1) and (0;0) (due to the permutation). Applying
the above three rules provides an input dierence with Hamming weights (12;7;9;6), as depicted
in gure 12. Applying the third of our three rules, to estimate the probabilities of this dierential
behavior in every round, gives a probability of 2 21.
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Figure 12: A dierential characteristic for the rst four rounds of Threesh-256.
This allows an attacker to push distinguishing attacks and key recovery attacks four rounds further,
at the cost of increasing the sample size by a factor of more than 240. Our attacks apply for 24 rounds
of Threesh-256, 25 rounds of Threesh-512, and 27 rounds of Threesh-1024.
Our probability estimate may be a bit too pessimistic, from the adversary's point of view. But the
next logical step, namely, pushing the attack through another four rounds (one additional cycle),
seems to require too large a sample size to be of any use for our key recovery attacks.
9.4 An Attack on the Threesh Block Cipher that Doesn't Quite Work
Our key schedule has been chosen with great care, such that the adversary cannot choose two
dierent (tweak, cipher key) pairs with a zero dierence in round i and round i+1, or with a zero
dierence in round i and i+2. In the rst case, our local collision wouldn't break apart after eight
rounds, but carry on for twelve rounds.
55The case of a zero dierence in round i and i + 2, with a nonzero dierence in round i + 1, is a bit
more complicated, but instructive. We can mount a boomerang attack.
Assume two key/tweak pairs (K;T) 6= (K0;T0) with a zero dierence in the second and the fourth
subkeys. Choose related keys/tweaks and messages M and M0, such that local collision in the
rst eight rounds occurs. That is, after eight rounds, before the key injection, we have the same
intermediate value I, both when computing the encryption EK;T(M) and when computing the
encryption EK0;T0(M0). After the key addition, we have a certain dierence, and the next eight
rounds can be expected to destroy any predictable dierence. So we get two ciphertexts C =
EK;T(M) and C0 = EK0;T0(M0).
Now we choose new ciphertexts C00 and C000 with the appropriate dierences, and decrypt C00 under
(K0;T0) and C000 under (K;T). In rounds 9 to 16 (or rather, in rounds 16 to 9, when decrypting
chosen ciphertext queries), we get another local collision between C00 and C, and also a local
collision between C000 and C0. Decrypting further, we get two messages M00 = DK0;T0(C00) and
M000 = DK;T(C000) with
M00  M000 = M  M0:
For an appropriately chosen dierence, this holds with probability one.
Hence, with just two chosen-plaintext queries and another two chosen-ciphertext queries, we could
easily distinguish 16 rounds of Threesh from a random permutation, using a boomerang property
with probability one.
But recall that this attack requires a property that is not provided by our key schedule; namely,
dierent key/tweak combinations with a zero dierence in some subkey i and a zero dierence in
subkey i + 2.
Could it help the attacker if we got some key/tweak combinations in some subkey i and i + 3 or
i + 4? The boomerang property with probability one breaks apart, but a lower probability might
still do. For example, assume a zero dierence in subkeys i and i+4. We would get a local collision
for rounds 1{8, and then then try to follow the most probable dierential path to round 12 (with
some probability p1 < 1). From round 13 to round 16, we could try to nd another most probable
dierential path, in order to exploit another local collision from round 17 to round 24. If everything
worked out that way, we would get a boomerang distinguisher with the probability p2
1  p2
2.
To defend against that kind of boomerang attack, our key schedule ensures a distance between
zero-dierence subkeys of at least seven subkeys.
9.5 Summary
As we have shown, it is feasible|in fact, quite easy|to create pseudo-near-collisions and pseudo-
near-second-preimages for up to eight rounds of any variant of Skein; or rather, of the Skein
compression function. Here, \near" means Hamming-distance 2. Using techniques similar to those
from section 9.3.4, one can push this from eight to twelve rounds, at the cost of some signicant
but feasible amount of work. Assuming close to 2n units of work, it may even be possible to nd
pseudo-near-second-preimages for up to sixteen rounds of the Skein-n compression function, for
either n = 256, n = 512, or n = 1024.
We stress that none of these attacks are applicable to reduced-round versions of the Skein hash
function itself. Our current attacks only deal with reduced-round versions of the compression
function. Due to Skein's output transformation, it remains an open problem how to create collisions
56or second preimages for the Skein hash function, even if one can create pseudo-collisions or pseudo-
second-preimages for the compression function.
We invite the reader to compare this to recent attacks on the security of the SHA-2 hash function
family. The best implementable attacks on SHA-256 and SHA-512 we are aware of can generate
collisions for up to 24 rounds of both SHA-256 and SHA-512 [96]. The time required for these
attacks is between 215:5 (for SHA-256, using a huge table for a speed-up trick) and 232:5 (for SHA-
512, without the huge table). As SHA-256 has 64 rounds, and SHA-512 80 rounds, these attacks
are far from actually endangering any member of the SHA-2 family.
Regarding the Threesh block cipher, we have discussed attacks for Threesh reduced to 24 to 27
rounds. Namely, the attacks were for 24 rounds of Threesh-256 (full cipher: 72 rounds), for 25
rounds of Threesh-512 (full cipher: 72 rounds), and for 27 rounds of Threesh-1024 (full cipher:
80 rounds). As cryptosystem designers, we are driven by reasonable pessimism. These attacks
depend on certain unproven assumptions that may actually be regarded as quite optimistic from
the adversary's point of view.
Furthermore, we studied related-key boomerang attacks against Threesh using a modied (i.e.,
broken) key schedule. For that broken variant, we described a probability-1 distinguisher for 16
rounds, and we outlined how one might push this through a few more rounds when allowing smaller
probabilities instead of probability 1. Because of the choice of our key schedule, none of the attacks
can actually be applied to unmodied Threesh.
As far as we know, the best attack on SHACAL-2, the block cipher inside SHA-256, penetrates 44
rounds [64]|more than two thirds of the full 64 rounds. However, since it requires 2233 related-key
chosen plaintexts and time 2497:2, the attack is entirely academic. It is based on the related-key
rectangle attack scenario, using a probability 2 460 distinguisher for 35 rounds of SHACAL-2.
Note that related-key rectangle attacks are close relatives to the related-key boomerang attacks we
considered for modied Threesh.
10 Skein Website
The Skein website is http://www.schneier.com/skein.html. In addition to the latest version of
this paper, the website contains reference code, optimized code, and code to generate performance
measurements, test vectors, and known answer tests. We will continue to update the page with
additional security proofs, cryptanalysis results, performance measurements, implementations, and
so on.
The website is always the source for the most up-to-date version of this paper, and the most
up-to-date information about Skein.
11 Legal Disclaimer
To the best of our knowledge, neither the Skein hash function, the Threesh block cipher, the UBI
hashing mode, nor our optional argument system, are encumbered by any patents. We have not,
and will not, apply for patents on any part of our design or anything in this document, and we are
unaware of any other patents or patent lings that cover this work. The example source code|and
all other code on the Skein website|is in the public domain and can be freely used.
57We make this submission to NIST's hash function competition solely as individuals. Our respective
employers neither endorse nor condemn this submission.
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58Appendix A Overview of Symbols
This appendix gives an overview and index of the symbols used in the denition of Skein.
BytesToWords A function that converts a string of bytes to a string of 64-bit words. [Page 9].
C The Threesh ciphertext [Page 11] or the conguration string [Page 15].
ci The words of ciphertext C. [Page 11]
ed;i The ith word of the result of the subkey addition (if any) in round d. [Page 10]
d The round number. [Page 10]
fd;i The ith word of the result of the MIX functions in round d. [Page 10]
Gi Chaining values between dierent UBI invocations. [Page 16]
Hi Chaining values used within a UBI computation. [Page 13]
K The key, either the Threesh key [Page 10] or the Skein key. [Page 16]
K0 The processed key that starts the Skein UBI chain. [Page 16]
ki The words of the Threesh key K. [Page 10]
ks;i The words of subkey s. [Page 12]
M Used for various message strings.
Mi Block i of message string M.
Nb The number of bytes in the state. [Page 12]
No The number of output bits of Skein. [Page 14]
Nr The number of rounds in Threesh. [Page 10]
Nw The number of words in the state. [Page 10]
P The plaintext input to Threesh. [Page 10]
pi The words of plaintext P. [Page 10]
(i) The permutation applied to the state words in each round. [Page 11]
Rd;j The rotation constant for mix j in round d. [Page 11]
s The subkey number. [Page 10]
T The tweak value. [Page 13]
Ts The starting tweak value for UBI. [Page 12]
Txxx Various type value constants. [Page 14]
ti The words of tweak T. [Page 10]
59ToBytes A function that converts an integer to a string of bytes, LSB rst. [Page 9]
ToInt A function that converts a string of bytes to an integer, LSB rst. [Page 9]
vd;i The value of the ith word of the Threesh encryption state after d rounds. [Page 10]
WordsToBytes A function that converts a string of 64-bit words to a string of bytes. [Page 9]
(x0;x1) The inputs to a MIX function. [Page 11]
Yf Encoding of the fan-out for tree hashing. [Page 17]
Yl Encoding of the leaf node size for tree hashing. [Page 17]
Ym Maximum tree height for tree hashing. [Page 17]
(y0;y1) The outputs of a MIX function. [Page 11]
Appendix B Initial Chaining Values
These are the IV values for the congurations in Table 1. These constants are the output of the
conguration UBI. If you are using Skein as a normal hash function, you can use these IV values
as constants and skip the conguration step entirely. Note that these are 64-bit words, not byte
strings.
B.1 Skein-256-128
0x302F7EA23D7FE2E1, 0xADE4683A6913752B, 0x975CFABEF208AB0A, 0x2AF4BA95F831F55B
B.2 Skein-256-160
0xA38A0D80A3687723, 0xB73CDB6A5963FFC9, 0x9633E8EA07A1B447, 0xCA0ED09EC9529C22
B.3 Skein-256-224
0xB80929699AE0F431, 0xD340DC14A06929DC, 0xAE866594BDE4DC5A, 0x339767C25A60EA1D
B.4 Skein-256-256
0x388512680E660046, 0x4B72D5DEC5A8FF01, 0x281A9298CA5EB3A5, 0x54CA5249F46070C4
B.5 Skein-512-128
0x477DF9EFAFC4F08A, 0x7A64D34233660E14, 0x71653C44CEBC89C5, 0x63D2A36D65B0AB91,
0x52B93FB09782EA89, 0x20F369808B960829, 0xE8DF80FB30303B9B, 0xB89D39021A476D1F
60B.6 Skein-512-160
0x0045FA2CAD913A2C, 0xF45C9A76BF75CE81, 0x0ED758A93D1F266B, 0xC0E65E851EDCD67A,
0x1E024D51F5E7583E, 0xA271F8554E52B0E1, 0x5292867D8AC674F9, 0xADA325FA60C3B226
B.7 Skein-512-224
0xF2DAA1698216CC98, 0x00E06A488983AE05, 0xC080CEA95948958F, 0x2A8F314B57F4ADD1,
0xBCD06591360A405A, 0xF81A11A102D91F70, 0x85C6FFA54810A739, 0x1E07AFE01802CE74
B.8 Skein-512-256
0x88C07F38D4F95AD4, 0x3DF0D33A8610E240, 0x3E243F6EDB6FAC74, 0xBAC4F4CDD7A90A24,
0xDF90FD1FDEEEBA04, 0xA4F5796BDB7FDDA8, 0xDA182FD2964BC923, 0x55F76677EF6961F9
B.9 Skein-512-384
0xE5BF4D02BA62494C, 0x7AA1EABCC3E6FC68, 0xBBE5FC26E1038C5A, 0x53C9903E8F88E9FA,
0xF30D8DDDFB940C83, 0x500FDA3C4865ABEC, 0x2226C67F745BC5E7, 0x015DA80077C639F7
B.10 Skein-512-512
0xA8D47980544A6E32, 0x847511533E9B1A8A, 0x6FAEE870D8E81A00, 0x58B0D9D6CB557F92,
0x9BBC0051DAC1D4E9, 0xB744E2B1D189E7CA, 0x979350FA709C5EF3, 0x0350125A92067BCD
B.11 Skein-1024-384
0x7600B2E39FC73E48, 0x7A4543BBECCD60E4, 0x8AB879D62F53E192, 0x14847919A7F0AC6E,
0x4F774735AA99CB7F, 0x607CF3C241760EE1, 0xC0BF6D7BFF9F27DB, 0x7D32148599342254,
0xE7231BB0CDF9DD49, 0x641DE8E6464DB3F4, 0x05613046A01CF005, 0x7347EE0BB09E8BCC,
0x5103A256161A26FF, 0x8161EAC43A1176C2, 0xB9607373CF92C2CC, 0xFDE8D4ADD376300D
B.12 Skein-1024-512
0x8CF63BE5E1EDF4B7, 0x256FD425CBDE61EB, 0x497B412DEBA3EF9D, 0x3CBD412AD8293FBA,
0xD5AE34D6F26F646E, 0x72879C010DA17B79, 0x61BD8F1805AFF621, 0x75CB3C949CE0E463,
0xAF27329D2CD71E37, 0x7DB5EC5E1141CE9F, 0x76484C1320CAB67B, 0x57EB52A6561BE8C5,
0x51161125E681412D, 0xF510D9375439A9BC, 0xD18AF77CFC425E3C, 0xEB05160C3FEBB037
B.13 Skein-1024-1024
0x5A4352BE62092156, 0x5F6E8B1A72F001CA, 0xFFCBFE9CA1A2CE26, 0x6C23C39667038BCA,
0x583A8BFCCE34EB6C, 0x3FDBFB11D4A46A3E, 0x3304ACFCA8300998, 0xB2F6675FA17F0FD2,
0x9D2599730EF7AB6B, 0x0914A20D3DFEA9E4, 0xCC1A9CAFA494DBD3, 0x9828030DA0A6388C,
0x0D339D5DAADEE3DC, 0xFC46DE35C4E2A086, 0x53D6E4F52E19A6D1, 0x5663952F715D1DDD
61Appendix C Test Vectors
C.1 Skein-256-256
Message data:
FF
Result:
A4 7B E7 1A 18 5B A0 AF 82 0B 3C E8 45 A3 D3 5A
80 EC 64 F9 6A 0D 6A 36 E3 F5 36 36 24 D8 A0 91
Message data:
FF FE FD FC FB FA F9 F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 F0
EF EE ED EC EB EA E9 E8 E7 E6 E5 E4 E3 E2 E1 E0
Result:
CC 2D A8 2F 39 73 C2 F7 A8 CE D0 BB B5 4A A0 28
EC AF 6B 59 11 62 8D 0F FA BB 20 08 E4 11 D1 71
Message data:
FF FE FD FC FB FA F9 F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 F0
EF EE ED EC EB EA E9 E8 E7 E6 E5 E4 E3 E2 E1 E0
DF DE DD DC DB DA D9 D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0
CF CE CD CC CB CA C9 C8 C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 C0
Result:
FA 1A 76 2B 6B 1C 72 B7 0D 52 92 63 53 E1 0E B8
FB 0E DD 73 13 DA 20 A2 41 31 80 B8 E2 89 B8 72
C.2 Skein-512-512
Message data:
FF
Result:
8F CA 8D 27 05 F9 9A 56 90 43 08 A4 00 4C 64 EF
B6 68 81 8B 58 B0 89 5B F7 29 6A 2C 5A 54 F9 30
14 83 D6 22 C4 A5 AE C8 55 AC 30 08 7E 1E B0 E8
39 40 90 6E 7B 05 5D 70 D4 46 C8 D2 85 F2 7F 01
Message data:
FF FE FD FC FB FA F9 F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 F0
EF EE ED EC EB EA E9 E8 E7 E6 E5 E4 E3 E2 E1 E0
DF DE DD DC DB DA D9 D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0
CF CE CD CC CB CA C9 C8 C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 C0
62Result:
0F C4 2E 10 0B 2C D0 B0 C6 9F 39 38 3F 9D 2D 17
AF 6C F7 4E 2A A8 D4 E2 D9 1C BF 94 A5 99 35 A3
12 3B 7F 92 50 F9 82 22 4B F0 C3 E1 90 BE 10 AB
41 AD D8 C1 E3 5C BE C4 B1 B3 C3 5D BB A5 86 9C
Message data:
FF FE FD FC FB FA F9 F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 F0
EF EE ED EC EB EA E9 E8 E7 E6 E5 E4 E3 E2 E1 E0
DF DE DD DC DB DA D9 D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0
CF CE CD CC CB CA C9 C8 C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 C0
BF BE BD BC BB BA B9 B8 B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0
AF AE AD AC AB AA A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0
9F 9E 9D 9C 9B 9A 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90
8F 8E 8D 8C 8B 8A 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80
Result:
0F 01 9E 7C 18 49 16 7C EC B9 A0 D8 F1 B0 0C CD
5B 14 15 9C 5A AE E4 49 DA B5 5A 1B C6 C8 51 03
E8 37 84 54 91 2E 46 AF 63 06 79 50 F8 63 04 3C
CF A3 69 98 87 A2 57 73 37 CA A6 65 31 BD BF 9E
C.3 Skein-1024-1024
Message data:
FF
Result:
2F 2E 87 C1 4F 43 11 28 E2 69 B2 3B 45 BE B3 64
B6 37 84 53 17 7C 44 1B B6 AF 57 8A 86 FC 0F C9
AD BE 93 5F 8E 73 B0 0E 04 E9 AF 05 4E 3C B4 87
E8 74 2D 76 79 CF 6A 84 26 1F 6B D7 C8 BC 1D 71
D5 0A 97 D9 22 70 1C 6E F4 C2 9C 52 76 4E CC 6A
EC 45 57 CC 4C 51 16 9A CF 0A 4B FA B4 57 5D E9
CB 81 64 4A E6 86 8B 49 98 69 06 57 13 5A 6C C1
EC FE 6C 8E 1F 9F A7 29 E3 FF 5E E5 5D 9C E7 78
Message data:
FF FE FD FC FB FA F9 F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 F0
EF EE ED EC EB EA E9 E8 E7 E6 E5 E4 E3 E2 E1 E0
DF DE DD DC DB DA D9 D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0
CF CE CD CC CB CA C9 C8 C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 C0
BF BE BD BC BB BA B9 B8 B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0
AF AE AD AC AB AA A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0
639F 9E 9D 9C 9B 9A 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90
8F 8E 8D 8C 8B 8A 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80
Result:
6D 8F D0 3D AA 40 6B 2F E6 D3 6E CE F4 EE 1A FE
37 D2 2D 7C 59 B7 67 CF 87 1A 75 20 15 09 58 E0
2D E7 CB 36 BF 4D 13 DC 44 D0 5F 32 DB C5 D2 A2
B4 55 7D 77 46 83 9F 09 BC F6 96 81 3A A6 09 BE
9F CF 83 9D 24 24 1A A6 4C 1C 1F B7 D9 C9 D8 4C
85 ED A0 CA 19 C4 44 3E 19 4F 98 A2 22 AA 17 64
58 94 EE BD F6 A3 1B 6F 1D 13 C3 B6 0D CB BB 1D
BF 46 91 5D D4 EB AB 25 D8 1F 85 57 6B CB 0D 07
Message data:
FF FE FD FC FB FA F9 F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 F0
EF EE ED EC EB EA E9 E8 E7 E6 E5 E4 E3 E2 E1 E0
DF DE DD DC DB DA D9 D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0
CF CE CD CC CB CA C9 C8 C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 C0
BF BE BD BC BB BA B9 B8 B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0
AF AE AD AC AB AA A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 A0
9F 9E 9D 9C 9B 9A 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90
8F 8E 8D 8C 8B 8A 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80
7F 7E 7D 7C 7B 7A 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70
6F 6E 6D 6C 6B 6A 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60
5F 5E 5D 5C 5B 5A 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50
4F 4E 4D 4C 4B 4A 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40
3F 3E 3D 3C 3B 3A 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30
2F 2E 2D 2C 2B 2A 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20
1F 1E 1D 1C 1B 1A 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10
0F 0E 0D 0C 0B 0A 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00
Result:
36 1F 0F C0 76 52 BB C3 93 C7 C6 02 8E A3 52 35
63 90 10 B8 0B 25 6D 84 F6 66 2C 34 2A 65 FF A6
47 50 78 A1 98 A2 29 43 6F 27 0B 10 20 DE F5 E6
47 FE 9A 43 CC 7E C3 93 CD 47 AF 1A 01 F3 D7 B4
8A 45 52 06 92 95 92 92 00 32 50 FA AB 40 CB 81
59 9E 57 D8 3D 8F 73 76 00 A0 E7 BF 26 0D 83 00
D9 F9 5D FC C8 28 5D 3C 16 32 7D 36 89 4D AD DF
64 A6 C3 E1 FF 29 3E E3 A2 94 3E 48 6F 86 F8 3B
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